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ABSTRACT

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
E-GOVERNMENT EVOLUTION IN AFRICA
Nagat El-Asheibi
M.S. Software Engineering, Department
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Alok Mishra
JUNE 2017, 104 pages

States are constantly striving to improve their services to their citizens, trying to
reach them through the Internet in order to be able to explain their policies and be
effective. The delivery of public information and services to citizens through the Internet channel is considered e-government. The e-government uses information technology to serve citizens, businesses and institutions. There are various factors that
affect e-government. In general, researchers have examined e-government studies
that have been put into practice by various African countries. The purpose of this
study is to explore the possibilities offered by e-Government in Africa by documenting few initiatives on the continent that have developed innovative models that contribute to governments through the implementation. To achieve the aim of the thesis,
we present former works and e-government evolution in Africa with discussion on
the evolution of e-government in different African countries (Libya, Egypt, Botswana, Sudan, South Africa, Nigeria, Gambia, Ghana, Uganda, Kenya, and Mauritius).

Keywords: E-Government, Africa, Evolution, Implementation, Challenges, Benefits,
ICT.
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ÖZ

AFRİKA'DA E-DEVLET KALKININ KARŞILAŞTIRMALI
ÇALIŞMASI
Nagat El-Asheibi
Yüksek lisans, Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Alok Mishra
JUNE 2017, 104 pages

Devletler, politikalarını açıklayabilmek ve etkili olabilmek için, vatandaşlarına hizmetlerini iyileştirmek, İnternet aracılığıyla onlara ulaşmaya çalışmak için sürekli
çaba sarf ediyor. İnternet kanalı vasıtasıyla kamuya açık bilgilerin ve hizmetlerin
vatandaşlara iletilmesi e-devlet olarak kabul edilir. E-devlet, vatandaşlara, işletmelere ve kurumlara hizmet etmek için bilgi teknolojisi kullanmaktadır. E-devleti
etkileyen çeşitli faktörler var. Araştırmacılar, genel olarak, çeşitli Afrika ülkeleri
tarafından yürürlüğe konulan e-devlet çalışmalarını inceledi. Bu çalışmanın amacı,
hükümetlerin uygulanması için katkıda bulunan yenilikçi modeller geliştiren kıtada
az sayıda girişimi belgeleyerek E-Devlet'in Afrika'daki olanaklarını keşfetmektir.
Tezin amacını gerçekleştirmek için, Afrika'daki eski hükümet ve evrim çalışmalarını,
farklı Afrika ülkelerinde e-devletin evrimi üzerine tartışmalarla sunuyoruz (Libya,
Mısır, Botsvana, Sudan, Güney Afrika, Nijerya, Gambiya, Gana, Uganda, Kenya ve
Mauritius).

Anahtar Kelimeler: E-Devlet, Afrika, Evrim, Uygulama, Zorluklar, Faydalar, BİT.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
This first chapter begins with a general background of our area of study followed by
a problem discussion and overall specific purpose. The chapter ends with an overview of the entire thesis.

1.1. Background
E-government is the use of technology which increases the relations between citizens
and their government as well as reducing the time, paperwork and costs, which enhance the life of the citizens (Basu, 2004). Through electronic information and communication technologies (ICTs), public services are offered to citizens, private sector
organizations and other public institutions at a lower cost in a more effective, faster
and transparent manner. Furthermore, e-government seeks to reduce the problems in
terms of government-citizen relations with other institutions and organizations in the
state, especially the state-civil society organizations and the private sector. This etransformation predicts that the state will constantly renew this system by emphasizing organizational learning, innovation and entrepreneurship (Kumar, 2007).
E-government is an expression of a new position of the state that will be maintained
through ICTs, which are under ongoing development based on increasing demand.
This e-state is not an approach that presumes the continuation of the traditional state,
but rather a structural model of the state.
The primary reason for the rapid expansion of e-government applications is that the
current public administration system is a cumbersome, ineffective, complicated and
inefficient structure and that a serious legitimacy crisis has begun to emerge in the
eyes of citizens who see e-government as a way of eliminating these problems. With
outmoded state structures and public deficits, the obsession with centralized authority, and the corruption and economic waste, the current government system is one of
1

the largest sources of the increasingly common financial crises across the world. The
use of ICTs in public administration provides sustainable resource management with
a lower cost of this management and higher quality services for citizens. In terms of
the people, it also means less "citizenship cost" (time, labor, money), higher satisfaction, more active participation and more trust (West, 2001).
The problem of legitimacy that the traditional classical state experiences in the West
is an important problem that has existed for a long time. For example, the legitimacy
crisis that emerged in the mid-1970s spread across the globe in the last decade. The
introduction of e-government, as well as helping to reduce corruption, has achieved a
more democratic atmosphere, tax incomes, sharing of information among institutions, citizen participation, transparency and accountability (West, 2001).
The maturation of the e-government model usually consists of the following phases;
information, interaction, transaction and transformation, which are described below.


Information: This comprises details of the organization and its services included in the web pages. The user is given read-only access.



Interaction: Interaction between the state and the people takes place in various dimensions. Citizens can ask the authorities questions by e-mail and use
the site's search engines. In addition, the forms and documents required by
individuals can also be downloaded to personal computers. These simple applications can be undertaken 24/7 (Kumar, 2007).



Transaction: In this phase, the level of interaction of the website of the public
administration unit is increased and a more holistic function is achieved. Various official transactions (tax payment, visa and passport transactions, online
voting, participation in public procurement tenders, etc.) can be undertaken
online without the need to visit a particular government building (West,
2001).



Transformation: At this stage, information systems are integrated and services from the public, the state-citizen and the state to the business world can
be accessed through a single virtual interface (single portal) allowing conversion cost savings, efficiency and citizen satisfaction to attain the highest possible level.
2

Telecommunication and the Internet have transformed the world into a global colony
and a structure not seen before, called "new world order" has come into existence.
The digital revolution also brings new opportunities and the notion of e-government
is one of the major restructuring opportunities of this revolution. However, effective
management of the information society in the 21st century will not be possible with
traditional state understanding and structure. Thus, there is a need for a new management structure that will bring about the transformation of the state. A significant
part of the economy is still undertaken by public institutions. The presence of centralist structure and the fact that many services are still provided by the state at this
point increases the chances of success of e-government applications. Since the provision of most health, education and financial services have been privatized in many
developed countries, e-government applications are usually the result of work undertaken by independent units. With a national e-government policy, a more effective
and faster working environment can be created (Bwalya and Healy, 2010).
This transformation must be achieved with the participation of all segments of society. If the necessary restructuring for e-government cannot be realized, then the country will not be able to engage in the industrial revolution nor the digital revolution,
which comprises both the communication and information revolution. E-government
offers a very important opportunity since the restructuring that will take place
through the use of technology in the new government structure will also create a leap
in socio-economic development.
The background to this transformation can be explained through Alvin Toffler's concept of the different „waves‟ in the development of human. According to Toffler, the
first wave was agriculture. The second wave was the industrial period, which lasted
until the 1950s and brought about massification. The third wave is the information
age that started in the 1950s and continues today (Toffler, 1981).
The element of greatest value in this period is knowledge; economies are shaped by
communication, information and computers. Moreover, each wave/revolution is
based on the basic idea that the existing rules and principles of the previous social
stage are insufficient to meet the needs of society. Information today is the most effective source of power since those who control and direct information have become
able to control the power at the same time (Toffler, 1981).
3

The approaches to e-government have been initiated primarily within local government practices. In developing as well as developed countries, e-government applications are being given great importance. However, there are many differences in the
purpose behind the e-government applications of developing countries and those of
developed countries. For example, the goal of an e-government initiative launched in
a developing country focuses on preventing corruption or reforming existing bureaucratic processes. In developed countries, the leading e-government initiatives are
focused on the advancement of the state with the aim of providing an image of hightech services to the people of the state (Moon, 2002). Although the main objectives
of the e-government applications of a state vary from time to time, the main purpose
is to establish an appropriate infrastructure required by the information society in the
new world order and link it to the globalized world.
If countries do not rapidly adopt the e-government model and develop the necessary
policies, they will be condemned to information and economic poverty. To prevent
this various countries have shown a strong political will and have been able to place
the goal of creating an e-government at the forefront of their development policies.
Singapore is the best example having established the National Computerization
Committee in 1980 and systematically spread information technologies throughout
the country. Five years into its establishment, the committee started to encourage and
educate every person in the country to use computer technology (Bwalya and Healy,
2010) and this social widespread computer use has made Singapore one of the highest-level producers in the computer technology sector in the world.
With globalization, the spread of the electronic economy, and the change in the way
the Internet allows business to be transacted, Singapore has gone further in terms of
the Information Society Program for the 20th Century. "In 1999, the goal of the program is to make use of the emerging fast and wireless communication technologies
of the state. Singapore has gained a respected place in the 21st century information
societies by leaving behind many industrialized countries (such as England, France,
Germany) thanks to the program of commissioning. The Singapore example shows
that the successful e-government practices depend on strong political will, strong
human resources, strong Telecom infrastructure, and 'e-government' prioritization in
a country” (Fang, 2002).
4

The United States, which began to adopt Internet technologies in the 1970s, is one of
the leading countries in the world in ICT and e-government. It is a state that is bureaucracy-centered, citizen-focused, result-oriented, and market-oriented supporting
innovation (Yildiz, 2007). In general, e-government applications in the US have been
successfully carried out at the federal and provincial levels. However, after the September 11, 2001 attacks, the 2002 Motherland Security Act has limited civil rights
and freedoms and there are continuing discussions concerning the lack of transparency in personal privacy and in public administration.

1.2. Life cycle of the e-government system
Although it is generally recognized that the e-government development life cycle has
four phases, Heeks (2006) has a different view, claiming that an e-government development project should consist of five stages as shown in Figure 1 and described
below:
1. Project assessment – an outline of the basic project parameters is created and
an assessment of whether to proceed with the project is undertaken.
2. Analysis of current situation – this stage contains a combination of hard and
soft techniques such as an information system audit, information systems
analysis, problem analysis, and context analysis in order to build an overall
picture.
3. Design of the new system – this consists of setting the objectives and putting
together the different objectives for the new system to achieve.
4. System construction – this comprises the processes and activities in acquiring
any new information technology (IT) and undertaking the detailed design of
the new e-government system (e.g., system installation) followed by the build
, testing, and documenting.
5. Implementation and beyond – this stage is represented by the planning of the
implementation processes.

5

Figure 1 government system life cycle adopted from Heeks ( 2006)

1.3. Research Area - E-government in Africa
E-government development in numerous countries is mainly the creation of eservices that users can access online. Unfortunately, most countries in the African
sub-continent have not yet reached this stage having far to travel before implementing integrated government inputs and redesigning strategic activities (Chango, 2007).
Developing countries are increasingly adopting customer-centric e-government strategies, rather than adhering to an unbending hierarchical structure that focuses on the
integration of services and processes into individual associations and establishments,
including the private sector. For this, the development of e-government requires a
comprehensive strategic approach covering all open association, singular enterprises
and enterprises, as well as singular sectors and administrative levels (Chango, 2007).
A large number of African governments have indicated their willingness to implement ICT in their open association; however, most governments are currently in a
new and intensive phase. As they move towards the baseline of governance, the
power of the network is contracting (Kitaw, 2006). A very serious obstacle to the
development of e-government in every African Government is the absence of progress because of the failure to update websites, irregular measures of poverty, low
6

levels of human capital and the knowledge economy. It has been suggested that the
inadequate authorities responsible for government services and lack of access to ICT
facilities in Africa might lead to an expansion of the "entanglement" between rich
and poor countries (Kitaw, 2006).
Since the middle of 2005, the African ministers have adopted the regulation of the
economy and use e-government in the economy. There were four trends, which were
categorized as the perspective of these countries (Ngulube, 2007):
1. Government to citizen, which focuses on enhancing the services provided by
the government to its citizens.
2. Government to businesses, which represents the government as an organization of interaction between governments and business communities.
3. Government to government, which aims to improve the communication between different governments.
4. Government to employees, which focuses on the relationship between the
government and its employees.
E-government models are not required in the developing African countries. Many of
the African countries have attempted to adopt the e-government system regardless of
the many challenges they face such as those presented by Coleman, (2005):


Weak human capital,



Fair information access,



Inadequate legal frameworks,



Social requirements, poor infrastructure, and budgetary imperatives.

In addition, there are particular challenges confronting South Africa in implementing
e-government which are summarized below:


Liberalization on a relatively large scale,



Setting up internet service arrangements for the average citizen,



Existence of 11 official languages,



South Africa is still developing the elements of democratic E-government
functions (Coleman, 2005).
7

Other research has identified some of the elements required for e-government, such
as online payment, registration or permits, and customers.

1.3.1.

Stages of e-government

Generally, the stages of the development of e-government can be classified as shown
in Figure 2 (Alhomod and Shafi, 2012):

Figure 2 Stages of E-government adopted from Alhomod and Shafi(2012)

These stages can be described as follows:
A. Making data available and accessible on the Internet.
B. Interaction between citizens and governments through the internet.
C. Complete exchange of information between a citizen and the government
over the internet.
D. Integration of services in such a way that different government departments
share and offer online services to citizens.

1.3.2. Beginnings of E-government
San Francisco was the first city in the world, which started to provide free egovernment services 24 hours, seven days a week as required by law. However, in
8

the early stages, only an electronic service agreement was to be considered as one of
the few approaches to working with the government (Bonnici et al., 2009). However, the roots of e-government in Africa are hard to determine; however, the 1996 African Information Society Initiative (AISI) was a starting point. The Economic
Commission for Africa approved by the Economic Planning and Development Minister of ECA recommended e-e-government of the region as a whole (National Data,
Strategy and Communications Infrastructure Program NICI) and specifically the use
of ICTs to improve the efficiency of government services (ECA, 1996). Since 1996,
AISI remains the blueprint for ECA cooperation with the African Member States in
the region with the use of IT to promote economic and social development in Africa
(Chango, 2007).

1.3.3. Advantages and benefits of e-government
The various benefits of e-government implementation have been discussed above
such as improved efficacy, reduced costs, and time efficiency. In this current case,
the specific benefits to African countries would be, developing government services
and allowing businesses and citizens to achieve better access to services through the
internet, the provision of information to facilitate transparency, the reduction of the
number of bureaucrats and creating e-investment. Furthermore, the effective use of egovernment would enhance the efficiency of the existing systems, which would in
turn reduce the costs and time required for the provision of services. This system
would establish an environment that facilitates the interaction between government
and businesses. In addition, it would eliminates the burden of paperwork, on which
the current system is heavily dependent on. Subsequently, this process would be
managed mostly by younger employees, which would reduce the operating costs
(Mundy and Musa, 2010; MSG, 2008).
Using the Internet, people from all countries can interact with government authorities
and make their voices heard. Websites and interactive surveys can help government
authorities to recognize the problems that exist and respond to specific people. Specific websites can be created to enable citizens to contact elected authorities in real
time in their offices. These techniques can create the framework for more transparent
9

government; thus, the people can discover how and why their representatives in the
capital make their decision. This helps voters decide which elected officials to vote
for in the future. In theory, with the appropriate use of e-government, there can be a
more realistic democracy with more transparency concerning how decisions are
made and making elected authorities responsible for their activities. The public can
have a direct and noticeable influence on the legislature and the government (Bertot
et al., 2010).

1.3.4. Limitations of e-government
Some of the shortcomings of e-government to be discussed include inequality in the
Internet community, lack of trust and cybercrime, hyper-vigilance, transparency,
false infrastructure accountability, and high initial cost. The potential impact of egovernment design and implementation include government and citizen interventions, economic, social and political components, vulnerability to cyber-attacks and
disruption by al-Qaeda in these areas (Yildiz, 2007).
Security is a particular concern since once the government begins to grow and becomes more complex, citizens will need to engage in e-government interactions on a
large scale. This situation can, for example, lead to the lack of privacy for ordinary
people as their governments acquire data on them. The second issue relates to the
costs of the implementation of e-government. Despite the amount of funds allocated
for the development and implementation of a pilot e-government system, the expense
of the management of internet websites is often difficult to measure. Finally, those
living in remote areas, lacking education and technology facilities, and without adequate income are unlikely to be able to access the innovative e-government system
and if it is available, they may not be able to benefit from it.

1.4. Problem Discussion
The literature has shown that the absence of communication between the ordinary
objects and targets in the government agencies is the main problem in e-government.
Rules, regulations and procedures, mechanical support and energy are the govern10

ment's common outputs; however, these strategies are difficult to allocate. Accordingly, the government does not only need a fast computer to make commitments.
Especially the intellectuals and business people need to have control over their data
and it is not easy to determine when or how to make exceptions to the routine application. Thus, in order to have a chance of successfully implementing e-government,
there is a need to clearly define the concept as well as the objectives and limitations.

1.5. Research Purpose and Question
The purpose of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the implementation of
e-government in African countries.
1. Why were the African countries chosen for the evaluations of the use of egovernment?
2. What are the challenges that some African countries face when implementing
e-government?
3. What are the specific potentials of e-government in developing counties in
Africa?
4. What conditions must be taken into consideration when implementing egovernment in Africa?

1.6. Overview of the thesis
Chapter 1 gives the general background of our area of study, followed by a problem
discussion and the overall specific purpose.
Chapter 2 introduces the background literature and the concept and characteristics of
e-government. This chapter aims to review different literature from researchers to egovernment, presenting definitions of e-government from different contexts, and the
successful implementation of e-government in selected African countries.
Chapter 3 surveys the selected African governments in their use of information and
communication technologies to enhance the range and quality of services provided to
their citizens and determines the extent of improvement efforts of African leaders
11

towards the attainment of interconnected governments as well as the challenges they
faced to implement the model through an examination of the benefits they achieved.
Chapter 4 discusses the evolution of e-government in selected African countries. The
aim of this chapter is to evaluate the status of the research on e-government in the
selected African countries reviewed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the study and discusses how to implement and develop e-government in an appropriate way for each country. The chapter ends with
recommendations and suggestions for future work.

12

CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

This chapter introduces the background literature, the concept and characteristics of
e-government. This chapter reviews various research on e-government, presents definitions of e-government from different contexts and describes the successful implementation of e-government in selected African countries.

2.1. Theoretical framework of e-government
As the world develops with the advances in data and communication, clearly, there is
a need to adjust to these progressions. Although e-subjects are included in common
society and business is web based, the status of e-government gives cause for concern. Despite the lack of a standard for e-government, experts endeavor to characterize it from the perspective of their unique situation and applications (Ashaye and
Irani, 2014).
E-government is a system which utilizes innovation in ICT and offers administrations the opportunity to open the connections between various government organizations (Otubu, 2009). For academicians, the idea of e-government joins key components of specialized and open organization divisions and concentrates on client administrations (Ashaye and Irani, 2014). Generally, e-administration depicts the connections between the government and its condition concerning the utilization of ICT.
While e-government is broadly utilized, yet for the most part, it is more perplexing to
use in the upheaval that computerization brings with it (Otubu, 2009).
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2.2. E-government: Benefits, Opportunities, Risks, and Barriers
As of late, governments have been under expanding pressure to provide service in
more efficient ways and these implementations will be offed under the e-government
system (Thakur and Singh, 2012 ). It is hard to characterize e-government (Joia,
2008) in light of the fact that it covers an extensive variety of practices. Grant and
Chau defined the work of e-government as being “A wide based change activity,
empowered by utilizing the capacities of data and correspondence innovation; to create and convey high caliber, consistent, and coordinated open administrations; to
empower viable constituent relationship administration; and to bolster the monetary
and social improvement objectives of natives, organizations, and common society at
neighborhood, state, national and global levels " (Grant and Chau, 2005).
The proportion of mindfulness and effective utilization of computer applications or
instruments seems, by all accounts, to be generally low in giving open administration
support to people in general. A case of the despicable utilization of e-government
applications by partners is the situation of the Scientific Information System of the
Ministry of Natural Resources, in which all choices are solely made by senior authorities without the contribution of state boards of trustees. Record the data gave by the
e-government framework (Thakur and Singh, 2012 ).
A client-situated approach has been proposed and the government is endeavoring to
enhance the attitude of administrations towards organizations and citizens (Helbig et
al. 2009). There is an ongoing discussion concerning the most appropriate term for
people who directly benefit from the utilization of ICT frameworks provided in the egovernment system; client or national (Brewer, 2007). The term client brings up various issues, one of which identifies the association's capacity to address particular
issues and services. The term client additionally proposes that the individual wishing
to obtain services has the likelihood of choosing a specific level of flexibility from
the specialist department. In most e-government frameworks, individuals who utilize
the administration must choose between limited options (Thakur and Singh, 2012 ).
Africa consists of two particular regions; North Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) (Abdalla, 2012). Each of the nations in the North is connected to the Arab
world. From Africa (Ifinedo, 2005), whatever remains of the social and monetary
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attributes of the Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding the country of South Africa) is confronted with tremendous political, social and financial challenges, notwithstanding an
unfinished infrastructure and cultural differences.
Correspondence is solely dependent on a huge amount of paperwork and bureaucratic processes. In addition to the obvious negative impacts on the environment due to
the excessive use of paper, this also results in difficulties obtaining relevant data in a
timely manner, reducing the general effectiveness of information-related operations
(Mutula, 2008). In Africa as a whole and in sub-Saharan African nations, there are
significant weaknesses (Maumbe et al., 2008); in particular, the following problems
in ICT systems:
1. Absence of ICT arrangements and supporters.
2. Shortcomings in political responsibility and budgetary management.
3. Imperviousness to change.
4. Figures being biased towards the urban population.
There are numerous organizations in Africa that believe that the government can help
enhance the personal satisfaction of the citizens, increase the effectiveness of the
government, and assist in the accomplishment of a reasonable financial improvement (Maumbe et al., 2008). Africa started to grasp the idea of computerized, learning-based economy and prepare to claim a share in the worldwide monetary system
(Bwalya and Healy, 2010). This model supports the updating and reception of ICTs;
e.g., e-learning and e-government applications (Bwalya and Healy, 2010). Numerous
nations, including South Africa, Mauritius, Senegal and Mozambique have shown a
genuine positive response to the advancement of an e-government framework and
development of an administrative strategy structure (Maumbe et al., 2008; Bwalya
and Healy, 2010).

2.2.1. Benefits of E-government Transformation
The advantages of actualizing e-government frameworks ought to be comparable in
developing nations and Western nations. In addition to developing nations, there are
numerous developed nations, particularly in the ICT field (Ashaye and Irani, 2014).
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E-government is regularly viewed as a valuable apparatus for enhancing proficiency
and straightforwardness. The variety of uses for general society adds to the advancement of change and generating more income. A theoretical case is the stakeholder model, which can be utilized by government offices around the globe to
change the connection between organizations and recognize the pertinent partner
(Ashaye and Irani, 2014).
The appropriation of e-taxpayer supported organizations is fundamental to decrease
violations, increase straightforwardness, provide accommodation, increase incomes
and reduce costs. These IT benefits come from the move to e-government associations by residents, organizations, and different sections of the government. Egovernment additionally decreases the attentiveness and adaptability of government
workers and changes the framework of responsibility. It implements data sharing
since services are presented online to all clients and gives simpler and speedier access to hierarchical learning to all representatives, empowering them to develop in
status (Ashaye and Irani, 2014).
By empowering ICT devices, expansive decisions and openings exist for both developed and developing nations. ICT can have an extensive part as an impact of the
general national advancement technique. The utilization of ICT in many developed
nations has encouraged the move from an industrial economy to an informationbased society. The European Commission considers that "A present day ICT-upheld
government is basic to the development and intensity of the European learning society" (Wimmer et al., 2007).
E-government is one of, if not the most striking, ICT applications. It has a potential
to improve the extent of the services provided by government offices and offer a better opportunity to address administration issues that confront most developing nations (Schuppan, 2009). In Africa, these issues may incorporate the structure of the
administration, data stream, and availability of statistics, time and/or administrations,
and the cost of implementing the new system (Schuppan, 2009).
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2.2.2. Barriers to and Challenges of the E-government Transformation
The implementation of an e-government framework is a troublesome undertaking.
The problems and difficulties involved can range from bringing issues to light, reengineering forms and online administration conveyance to building human capacity
and developing the IT framework. The implementation of this process includes appropriate

business

and

IT

legacy

frameworks,

business

arrange-

ments/vision/objectives/defense, re-building the business process, changing the administration, improving communication, attaining data precision, enterprise resource
planning system and its implementation, organizational qualities, software development, bolstering the top administration, national culture, and country-related prerequisites. E-government is viewed as confronting difficulties in the execution and selection because of the mastery and the number of qualified individuals required for
effective advancement of the process (Ashaye and Irani, 2014).

2.2.3. Risks of E-Government Implementation
Various researchers have commented that while learning, sharing can bring many
advantages but a genuine participatory framework is hard to manage due to the hindrances and dangers that are profoundly implanted in social, monetary and political
standards. The potential adoption of the framework created is of even higher importance.
A review has demonstrated that recipients are probably going to be disappointed with
and avoid the use of the e-government system because of the current reprehensible
state of some administrative areas, especially in developing nations. These members
of staff believe that the recently actualized administrations will lessen or even end
their unlawful and bureaucratic conduct. This clarifies why staff like the present form
of correspondence based on paper since a "paperless" work environment will prevent
workers from maintaining a close and personal relationship (Ashaye and Irani, 2014).
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2.3. Related work
A study of 50 research studies focused on the concepts, features and trends of egovernment in Africa and revealed the following irregular rates of growth in the use
of e-government; 6.1 in 2004, 6.6 in 2007, 3.2 in 2009, and 4.7 in 2010 (Burke,
2012).

2.3.1. E-government in Gambia
A study assessed the satisfaction of people in Gambia with e-taxpayer supported organizations. The results demonstrated that Gambia is moving in the direction of utilizing ICT; yet, its foundation needs improvement (Lin et al., 2011).
In Gambia, during the development of an E-government strategy further difficulties
were uncovered which numerous African States confront. Even when PC systems are
accessible, frequently they are not connected between government establishments;
thus, they are not utilized for sharing information and data. Although internet service
providers (ISPs) provide various services, they are not really utilized by government
to offer open administrations, predominantly in the light of the absence of awareness
and the mastery of skills (ECA, 2004).
Difficulties in expanding the range of e-taxpayer driven organizations are based on
the restricted broadcast communications scope outside the capital cities. This also
makes it harder for African pioneers to utilize ICT as a major aspect decreasing
neediness or to abstain from expanding what is known as the "advanced partition",
between those individuals with access to ICT, such as those in the capital and other
large towns and the remainder of the populace (IDRC, 2004).

2.3.2. E-government in Libya
E-government in Libya is ineffectively utilized; yet, it has an excellent opportunity to
enhance its advancement and offer the citizens greater satisfaction and benefits particularly in the education area utilizing ICT (Ahmed et al., 2013).
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A system has been created to explore the level of satisfaction of the citizens in Libya
and demonstrated that the change from the customary government to e-government
will provide benefits for the citizens; however, to reach to an adequate level of satisfaction, the administration ought to concentrate on improving the framework and
preparing the staff to use the websites in their daily life administration (Fgee and
Alkallas, 2013).
Despite the various issues that Libya acquired from the previous administration and
new issues that go hand in hand with political, social and monetary changes, some
critical websites and e-ventures have been implemented which have introduced the
web into the Libyan domain and expanded the rate of use. However, Libya has not
accomplished the desired objectives due to political weakness and numerous different issues that transitional nation needs to overcome. The population in Libya has a
high level of education and this offers considerable potential for the implementation
of modernization procedures; however, the most important issue concerns the security and protection of data (Saadi and Almahjoub, 2012).

2.3.3. E-government in Nigeria
E-government in Nigeria has not reached an adequate state to offer benefits for the
citizens. A review of the situation in the country focused on determining the inadequacies and how to develop electronic administrations (Adeyemo, 2011).
Nigeria's e-government needs to completely execute the National Computer Initiative
of Nigeria (CANI) program to enhance the responsibility for computer skills development. It is suggested that those countries with superior capacities in developing
their economies, such as the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Malaysia should be
adopted as good models of e-administration models and examples of how problems
can be overcome. Furthermore, the Nigerian government needs to recognize the need
to facilitate the opening of doors for all citizens to participate in the new system and
to review progress of the implementation (Dhamodharam and Saminathan, 2011).
The main challenge here is to effectively address the advantages, dangers, and difficulties of E-government execution. Various researchers have utilized a subjective
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diagnostic approach to better comprehend the situation of E-government in developing nations such as Nigeria to make suggestions for the effective implementation of
the system. The advantages are gigantic since they will prompt the adoption of
straightforwardness and productivity in administrations (Ashaye and Irani, 2014).

2.3.4. E-government in Egypt
Egypt is viewed as one of the most challenging nations for the establishment of an egovernment system since it is mostly characterized by a high level of central government. There is mainly a three-layer hierarchy comprising governorates, followed
by municipal divisions at the second level and finally district management, which
can be further divided into smaller rural units. The strategy on Information, Technology, Processes, Objectives, Skills, Management Systems and Other Resources (ITPOSMO) demonstrate the areas of achievement or potential areas for improvement in
terms of the implementation of ICTs (Abdelsalam et al., 2010).
Egypt is still a long way behind some Arab nations in the utilization of ICTs in taxpayer supported organizations and online data and e-government has yet to confront
the many difficulties that prevent the fruitful use of e-government activities. To a
great extent, this is due to cultural issues or hindrances that may confine the development of any legislature; for example, administration, absence of responsibility and
straightforwardness, and the absence of the citizens‟ cooperation in basic leadership.
In this situation, the Egyptian government ought to concentrate on embracing another
vision for the specialized, social, financial, social and political condition in the country (Gebba and Zakaria, 2012).
Egypt has made a few efforts to enhance its e-government preparation positioning
during the past couple of years. The accomplishments in communication frameworks
include various strategy measures concerning the network, including the deregulation
of media transmission. Furthermore, the legislature has made inroads in a few establishments to develop the private segment and train ICT architects and experts, specifically for the Information Technology Outsourcing (ITO) and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) segments (United Nations, 2011).
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2.3.5. E-government in South Africa
Allowing citizens and organizations open access to data guarantees support in the
majority rule procedures of a nation. This privilege is a basic right and is fundamental for any law-based society in the data age (Jantjies, 2010).
The South African government has engaged in a tremendous undertaking by attempting to create an adequate level of ICT to guarantee that the level of administration is
enhanced across all circles of government. In addition, the government plans to extend ICT to the general population. A review of activities of the Provincial Government of the Western Cape

based on Grounded Theory Methodology (GTM)

(Matavire, 2010) showed how their E-government plans incorporated the strategies
of different nations, specifically that of Australia (Schuppan, 2009).
The area has won outstanding honors as a result of the range, achievement and vision
of its e-Government activities. Furthermore, different regions have announced their
aim to recreate the systems and activities implemented by the Western Cape common
government. The E-government that exists in developed nations does not work effectively in Africa and African nations should be wary in adopting an existing egovernment system from developed countries. Any model should be adjusted in line
with the essential needs and requirements of the various countries. For example, in
South Africa, the Cape Portal must address the nation's financial setting and needs.
Cape Gateway can be used to survey the requirements of the citizens for the establishment of an e-government system specific to the country abstaining from directly
acquiring an e-government system from developed nations (Maumbe et al., 2008).

2.3.6. E-government in Botswana
Botswana was late to start E-government activities, which only began with the estatus evaluation directed in 2004, followed by establishment of the national ICT
approach in 2007, the endorsement of the E-government system in 2012 and finally
its inclusion in the 2014 budgetary year. Noteworthy improvements have occurred
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around the national and universal network including activities that offer the citizens
access to data and services; for example, I-organization, Nteletsa community projects, tele-focuses projects implemented by post offices and Sesigo projects have
been realized on a large scale across Botswana. Notwithstanding these striking activities, there has been no change in the existing administration methodology and
only little attempt to ensure that citizens, government workers, key powerful partners
and other government regulatory authorities at the district levels are properly educated, provided with consultancy, and included in decisions to adopt and increase the
use of e-government activities.
The National ICT Policy adopted in 2007 created a structure that supports organizations in their transition to the e-tax system. There are also discussions regarding the
new areas of improvement be undertaken in the years to come in relation to the electronization of tax payments (Moatshe, 2014).
Investigation led by Nkwe (2012) confirmed that Botswana still confronts various
difficulties regarding the use of e-government activities. This means that there are
obstacles to embracing and acclimatizing e-government frameworks in Botswana.
Nevertheless, the advancement of e-government activities is reliant on a nation's improvement; for example, its ICT foundations.
In the event that the administration needs to achieve excellence, the best egovernment practice is to cooperate with various partners keeping in mind the end
goal to gaın feedback and make checks and adjustments in government techniques.
Nations, such as Botswana, which is as yet a developing country, ought to move to egovernment to accomplish monetary enhancement and administration conveyance
(Nkwe, 2012).
E-government is the channel through which the decision makers cooperate with its
subjects (electronics companies and electronic administrations), enhancing open administration communication and procedures (e-administration), and building outer
associations (electronic society) (Alshehri and Drew, 2010).
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2.3.7. E-government in Sudan
Sudan has begun to create an activity plan to manage the execution of the activities
in the methodology. In spite of the support of the private segment, the greatest test
remains in the absence of subsidy for e-Government advancement.
It is important to develop the system of government bookkeeping which would facilitate the proficiency and adequacy of the government bookkeeping data framework
under e-government. Currently, since bookkeeping still operates in a traditional way,
the deficiencies will be multiplied and will be an impediment to the viability and
effectiveness of e-government (Al-Jabali, 2002).
The implementation of e-government will lessen costs and reduce the levels of hierarchical procedures by streamlining and re-sorting working strategies. Additionally,
the utilization of e-government frameworks will enhance the performance of government organizations and this will allow successful and efficient communications
between people and the general administration (Wang and Rubin, 2004). In addition,
Cohen and William (2002) stated that e-government has incredible advantages with
respect to the streamlining and enhancing of a government‟s administration operations, such as effectiveness, de-creased value-based costs, increment the straightforwardness and expanded administrations for subjects.
The adoption of e-government in Sudan has been found to be affected by four cultural factors; namely, age, gender, education, and monthly income. A survey has shown
that people over 50 years old are less prepared to deal with e-government. Additionally, citizens and elected representatives agree that there are many advantages in egovernment; for example, encouraging exchanges, enhancing the productivity and
viability of administrations, expending less time and effort, and tackling some managerial corruption and violation issues (Elamin and Abushama, 2016).

2.3.8. E-government in Ghana
The target of e-government in Ghana was to widen the assessment base, increase
consistency and straightforwardness, diminish the rate of extortion, and enhance the
aggressiveness of the business atmosphere in Ghana. The current system results in
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corruption and critical postponements; for instance, business enrollment in Ghana
before computerization increased over two weeks. After computerization, organizations could complete enrollment in three to five days, and other project developments
will decrease this to one day (Raja and Ampah, 2016).
The research by Agyei-Bekoe (2013) showed that security and information assurance
does not now assume a noteworthy place in e-government in a developing nation
such as Ghana. Different elements; for example, access to data and communication
advancements (Internet openness) and e-aptitudes were observed to be difficulties
which altogether affect people's utilization of e-government.
There was also a concern about the low level of data protection among Ghanaian
residents. This was observed to be fundamentally identified with an absence of attention to security issues and the national social measurements of Ghanaian culture
(Dagbanja, 2016). E-government in Ghana faces a collection of difficulties; for example, a feeble ICT foundation particularly in towns, persistent power blackouts and
ignorance. To counter these problems, the process of administration needs to be more
open and this should expand productivity, decrease the cost of operations, extend
access to administrations, and achieve client satisfaction (Osei-Kojo, 2016).
The Republic of Ghana composed the Ghana ICT for the Accelerated Development
(ICT4AD) Policy, which was affirmed by the parliament in February 2004. The policy based on the report, "An Integrated ICT-drove Socio-financial Development Policy and Plan Development Framework for Ghana", portrays the vision of Ghana in the
information age. The implementation of this approach depended on an across the
country consultative process including every single key partner in the general society, the private arena and common society of Ghana (Schuppan, 2009).

2.3.9. E-government in Uganda
The advantages of appropriation and utilization of E-government are difficult to assess in the developing nations because of the low adoption rates (Al-Adawi et al.,
2005). In Uganda, the e-government development index in 2012 was 0.3185 (UN,
2009) and the level of e-government services offered in Uganda is at stage 2
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(Wangwe, 2012). Uganda's aggregate online administration list starting in 2012
was26%with the developing level accomplished as 100% and the value-based level
minimum as 8% (UN, 2009).
Recognized among the issues upsetting effective e-government adoption in Uganda
are the uneven coordination of data, the lack of ICT inside the government, the cost
and lack of assets devoted to introducing ICT programs (Rwangoga and
Baryayetunga, 2007).
The security of an e-government framework customarily incorporates properties of
privacy, respectability, accessibility and responsibility (Alfawaz et al., 2008). The
real data security administrations are the insurance of these security properties. Ensuring these properties in e-government systems addresses the aspect of perceived
risk leading to security assurance. By this process of increasing trust, people are
more willing to adopt the e-government system (Tassabehji, 2005).
There are still profound dangers in the execution of e-government in Uganda because
of the large gap between models, the current use of e-government and nearby setting
of this nation. To address this issue, it has been demonstrated that the fruitful execution of e-government requires monetary assets, building an ICT foundation, preparing the citizens and government staff, presentation of the pertinence and advantages
of e-government, and the social political components. The e-government model
based on financial resources is non-exclusive and can be connected to other developing nations as with comparative setting in Uganda (Nabafu and Maiga, 2012).

2.3.10. E-government in Rwanda
The e-government venture in Rwanda was implemented in three government organizations; the Office of the President, the Directorate General of Immigration and Emigration and the National Post Office. The execution of administrations and applications was begun when an agreement was reached. The Public Internet Access in post
office workplaces in remote territories support opening the government data to the
access of Rwandan citizens and strengthened the acceptance (Kitaw, 2006).
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The establishment of the Public Internet Access started in December 2005 and by the
end of March 2006, the establishment, arrangement and testing of the equipment and
programming had effectively been completed. A trained person was appointed to
supervise the access system. Cutting redundancies in systems and underlining prompt
conveyance of administration did not only increase the productivity of the Immigration Department but also assisted tourists and outside financial specialists by removing the unwieldy methods of obtaining visas through the international safe havens
(Mwangi, 2006).
In 2007, the E-government in Rwanda was extended to include the preparations of
creating National ID cards for Rwandan citizens. The forms for visa applications are
now accessible for download in a printable PDF but require the applicant to send the
completed form and photograph through conventional mail. The web-based secure
messages between government workplaces do not just fortify and accelerate intergovernmental data trade in addition; they also increase productivity (Mwangi, 2006).

2.3.11. E-government in Ethiopia
In Ethiopia, there are a few applications which can be accessed through the Wereda
Information Systems (WIS). Important data to reduced limited number of government offices is available through web administrations; for example, static site pages
and files of video sessions (Heeks, 2006).
The administration has undertaken a few activities towards empowering the situation
for the improvement of ICTs. The Ethiopian Information and Communications
Technology Development Agency (EICTDA) has been ordered under the Ministry of
Capacity Building to design ICT approaches and techniques and organize their implementation. These ICT development have allowed the enhanced utilization of official time (accelerate basic leadership) and the sharing of data, which has led to the
reduction of travel and managerial expenses (Zwahr et al., 2005).
The target of the Woreda net ICT system is to convey Internet Protocol-based administrations using ground based broadband and satellites. This more extensive ICT
activity aims to advance economic improvement through an enormous program of
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ICT application involving the whole population. This project had developed from
joint effort between Woreda executives, district heads and the government
(Kaufmann, 2005).

2.3.12. E-government in Mauritius
Mauritius has developed from a low-pay, agribusiness-based economy to a mediumwage broadened economy with developing tourist areas. Annual development has
been in the region of 5% to 6% for several years. E-government implementations
have allowed faster electronic processes of tax collection, the convenience of doing
the submission payments and forms directly from the office, and reducing the time
spent visiting different government offices (Heeks, 2006).
Mauritius is the African pioneer in E-government readiness. This was achieved, firstly, through an incorporated entrance at www.gov.mu, which offers a huge amount of
data in one place. Secondly, Mauritius has an existing moderately high Human Development Index (0.800) with an adult education rate of 84.4%. The removal of paper tax returns and paper documents expanded the effectiveness for organizations
employers and the government (Rossel et al., 2006).
The Contribution Network Project (CNP) in Mauritius is a government-to-business
(G2B) activity of the Ministry of Finance that permits electronic transactions across
the nation. The creation of a tax identification number and digital documenting process has reduced the bureaucratic process in business. In addition, privacy and security are ensured by authorized encryption from the Certification Authority (Barnard
et al., 2003).
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CHAPTER 3

E-GOVERNMENT EVOLUTION IN AFRICA

In this chapter, a number of African governments are examined for their use of ICT
to improve the scope and nature of services provided to their citizens. The aim is to
determine the extent of continuous improvement efforts of African leaders towards
the attainment of connected government and to find out about the challenges confronting the application of ICT and investigate the benefits obtained as a result of
adapting the technology. It is observed that numerous African governments have
demonstrated willingness to apply ICT in different areas, though a vast majority is
still in the emerging or improvement stages. The strength of their web presence continues to decline as the index is moved up or handed to an integrated referee. This
was a severe impediment to the development of e-Government in any African government, the absence of progress that had arisen from their failure to modernize their
websites, unusual poverty, and low levels of human capital and the knowledge economy (Asogwa, 2011).
In Africa, the use of the Internet services in government and private companies began on a more active level in the 1990s. Mnjama et al. (2008) note that the implementation of e-Government in Africa has been in line with different national and
regional developments. For example, in the 1980s, the Organization of African Unity
and the African Union (AU), through the establishment of the African Development
System (PADIS), recognized the importance of access to government information
and to form an approach to take care of such issues in Africa.
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Libya and most Arab countries are still in the early stages of e-Government; thus,
they have only recently begun using government web applications (Alfawaz et al.,
2008). Since Libya comprises one of the highest literacy rates among African nations, there has been more than a double increase in the number of students in tertiary
education in this country. Yet, the implementation, research and experiments in there
demonstrate that the government is still not on the right path with its strategies
(Brownlee et al., 2014).
As for Egypt, it has recognized the importance of developing E-government at different levels since the formal introduction of e-Government Portal in 2004. The
country accepted the role of e-Government in the use of economic and social development, efficient and convenient arrangement of open services, etc. However, only a
few studies have dealt with government issues in general; for example, joint activity
strategies in e-Government frameworks and different e-Government (Riad et al.,
2011). Likewise, different areas of e-Government preparation have been studied and,
therefore, the challenges faced by the implementation of e-Government have been
brought to the fore.
As for Botswana, studies indicate that the country is yet lingering behind in the use
of ICT to deliver government services electronically, and a conventional understanding of the current state of e-Government in Botswana can help in this respect as it
will be essential to Botswana's future economic success (Nkwe, 2012).
As for Sudan, as indicated by a UN report on the rate of e-Government development,
it seems clear that the country has improved progressively while most countries in
the same region as well have increased their e-Government value; for example, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. Diversity and complexity of e-Government initiatives
mean a broad range of challenges and barriers in implementation and management
(Elnaim, 2014).
Technological advances have significant potentials to help the South African government respond to its challenges, which include better service, better procurement,
efficient work and better communication with citizens and businesses. The implementation of E-government initiatives is occurring on several fronts and from many
perspectives in South Africa. Through the implementation of self-government initia29

tives, the government needs to provide excellent service and speed in general (Naidoo, 2012).
In Nigeria, generally the public services are effective, flexible, profitable and competitive; numerous countries have adopted e-Government in their activities through
the use of Internet and telecommunications services combined in the form of open
services known as e-Government. Nigeria specifically focused on the challenges and
prospects of implementing e-Government to provide better services (Nchuchuwe and
David, 2014).
Gambia began to develop its strategies in November 2002 with the purpose of intensifying joint efforts and inter-ministerial cooperation using the best ICTs at first. In
this way, it would make government services more transparent, efficient and effective for the society to provide abundant and accurate information-sharing and enhance people's access to government services. The E-Government strategy in Gambia
is still in its early stages; however, there is solid political will to see e-Government
activities become widespread and efficient (Islam and Okuda, 2005).
Regarding Ghana, it expected that the selection and implementation of e-Government
improve the nature of open services. However, there is unconfirmed and empirical
evidence on the status of QoS, demonstrating that low-quality services are as yet the
everyday experience of people trying to access different services from ministries,
departments and government agencies in the country (Ohemeng and Ayee, 2016).
The expectation that e-Government would enhance instrumental outcomes such as
efficiency, better customer satisfaction, and economy in public services delivery
triggered a wave of research interests (Yang and Rho, 2007).
The Ugandan government has developed an e-Government strategy to change the
design process and culture of the populace in general so as to meet the needs of the
Ugandans in a better way. In this respect, some studies have been included within the
strategies as an open entry-way for the government of Uganda to strengthen the position of ICT in the nation. These studies have been continuous for quite a while, and a
survey reports that some projects have had a degree of success, while others indicate
that the initiative has failed completely. As a result, a better understanding of strategy
and challenges is to be highlighted (Rwangoga and Asiime, 2007).
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According to Abu-Shanab (2012), e-Governments in Kenya possess a number of
remarkable features: range of services, e-democracy, investment, open performance,
and social development/establishment. Regarding service association, governments
today are encountered with a wave of private establishments to strengthen their services and open channels to citizens in a continuous fashion.
Mauritius is the African leader in preparation for e-Government as indexes. Essentially, the country‟s strength has two features: the first is the integrated gateway and
the second is a relatively large extent in human development. The vision of the government of Mauritius is to make the ICT sector the fifth main pillar of the economy
and to change Mauritius into a regional ICT center. The government even intends to
promote Mauritius as a prominent place in the region to invest in (Kitaw, 2006).

3.1. LIBYA
The Libyan government is no exception, as recovery is reaping the economic sphere
after the revolutions that led to the execution of their former leader, Gaddafi, and
control of Tripoli in 2014 by rebel forces. The data suggests that Libya's efforts to
change its strategy from the ordinary government to improved service delivery to
customers, businesses and other parties at different levels will lead to the formation
of websites that are unsafe and premature in the early stages (Shahahti and Dwivedi,
2012).
The Libyan government has invested heavily in setting new directions for eGovernment. As previous studies demonstrate, the implementation of ICT will enable better service arrangements and approaches. The acceptance of e-Government by
the Libyan government has been affected in such a way that other Arab countries
hope to develop and keep up with the highest level of safety in concern for cyber
assaults because the system depends on information and communication technologies. In fact, this problem has been experienced by numerous Arab countries because
of limited research on the different aspects of e-Government, absence of on-line
commitment by employees and lack of security information (Singh and Karaulia,
2011).
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Apart from this, social and religious elements tend to restrict alternative access to
new technologies, and citizens' access to information is currently weakened, causing
a new initiative among individuals to be more willing to improve democracy. This is
important given the fact that a typical city in Libya is home to a population of 99%
Muslims. Security of veneration, quick social changes, and religious and social beliefs require the government to mitigate the weaknesses of systems to ensure the success of e-Government. An effective strategy to enable stronger and more secure web
applications depends on understanding the different vulnerabilities of existing sites
(Shi et al., 2010).
A review of the data further demonstrates Libya's efforts to change its strategy of
government and impose improved service delivery to customers, businesses and other institutions in numerous ways, leading to potential hazards and insecure websites
in the early stages. The absence of a legal framework for the development of protected websites in Libya is one of the principal reasons for the problems confronting
security and the lack of policies for the management of electronic information. There
is not enough confidence among citizens to use electronic service sites, while low
levels of computerization and use of computer applications in the Libyan government
is still prevalent. Furthermore, inadequate ICT infrastructure is a result of insufficient
real investments in ICTs (Shahahti and Dwivedi, 2012).

1.2. EGYPT
Some studies address e-Government issues in general, for example, strategies to cooperate in different e-Government frameworks. Furthermore, there is discussion
about the challenges of e-Government that are currently under implementation wherever the commitment fits. The review is challenging and signifies their readiness to
deliver e-Government services (Ralf, 2011).
The latest review of measurements revealed by MoCIT (May 2011) demonstrates
some of the achievements made by the IT sector in Egypt in recent years. For example, the ICT sector's commitment to the development rate of GDP has become a major issue over the last five years. On average, 0.5 percentage (PPS) was contributed
to the overall yearly development out of 4.7% of the national economy in the finan32

cial year 2009/10. The ICT sector‟s share of GDP increased from 5.44% in 2007 to
5.88% in 2009. What's more, there has been a critical development in the number of
IT companies in the nation. This figure (86% SMEs and 14% of large enterprises)
increased from 2348 in 2007 to 3,934 in 2010. Also, Egyptian software exports grew
on a yearly average of 40% between 2004 and 2010 (MoCIT, 2012).
However, other information, for example the use of the Internet with government and
private agencies, demonstrates that around 38% of government organizations and
nearly 33% of private companies are in practice utilizing the Internet, respectively.
Therefore, a review of the overall performance of the ICT sector reveals that Egypt
has numerous opportunities while, at the same time, facing many challenges in its
efforts to enable the sector to assume a vital role in the national economy. Some
achievements made by the Egyptian government over the past ten years regarding
infrastructure have been in fields such as ICT, human capital, and liberalization of
the telecommunications sector. However, the country still faces numerous obstacles
to the implementation of e-Government, including global challenges as other developing countries and Arab nations do, too (Khasawneh et al., 2011).
While there have been many projects and beginning efforts, Egypt faces many challenges in its attempts to implement e-Government initiatives successfully. This is
chiefly due to customer problems or obstacles that could constrain the development
of any government, namely bureaucracy, absence of responsibility and transparency,
and lack of citizens‟ presence and support in the decision-making process. Furthermore, there are other challenges in this respect due to concerns about safety and security, exuberant costs of hardware for ordinary citizens, absence of awareness and
investment for the citizens, limited preparation and absence of standardized technical
settings and arrangements (Almarabeh and AbuAli, 2010).

1.3. BOTSWANA
Countries like Botswana, which are as yet evolving, ought to move to e-Government
for economic diversification and service delivery. The benefits of e-Government behind the circulation of value expenses, if adopted, change the government system in a
major way as E-Government is a channel through which decisions by authorities are
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shared with citizens (e-citizens), improving the delivery of services and open processes through creating external interaction channels for the government. This also
creates a win-win scenario where government activity is made easier through the
transfer of public services on-line to citizens (Alshehri and Drew, 2010).
Pertaining to South African countries, for example, Botswana and Namibia have begun to develop institutional and regulatory frameworks dedicated exclusively to
promote the choice of e-Government. At the regional level, gatherings looked to develop policies that can be adopted and tailored according to the contexts close to
each nation (Bwalya and Healy, 2010). Botswana is dedicated to paying for eGovernment programs because the leaders understand the importance of eGovernment to a note-worthy extent. Referring to an issue of the Mmegi newspaper
(2009, September), there is explicit reference to e-Government‟s potential to improve
the value chains of government in Botswana. E-Government provides good value for
stakeholders when designed within the context of a broader service delivery reform.
This large-scale strategy brings about government' benefits from the infrastructure,
reduces costs and improves the on-line experience for customers.
Obviously, for any and all purposes, barriers can have a unique effect on developing
the limit of government partnerships to provide services and exchanges on the Internet. As per the results, these challenges include ICT infrastructure, weak security and
protection issues (Shahry and Drew, 2010). Information safety and protection is another serious technical challenge identified in this research as the implementation of
e-Government theme worldwide has been well-documented (Layton, 2007).
It goes without saying that e-government is a very good practice if governments were
to achieve excellence in as far as interacting with different stakeholders for feedback
to create checks and a balances in their government strategy is concerned. For instance, Botswana, which is yet evolving, must make more progress in e-Government
establishment for economic diversification and service delivery. The benefits of eGovernment behind the dissemination of value expenses, if adopted may change the
government. As stated before, such efforts create a win-win scenario where government activity is made easier through the transfer of public services on-line to citizens
(Alshehri and Drew, 2010).
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1.4. SUDAN
Sudan started to develop an e-Government strategy in 1997, with specific attention to
the development of telecommunications infrastructure. The Sudanese government
creates a circle of information co-appointment to coordinate these strategies. Recently, the country has begun to arrange activities to guide the implementation of the
Strategies. Despite support from the private sector – one may say, ironically - the
biggest challenge remains the absence of support for the development of eGovernment in general (Layton, 2007).
As mentioned in the United Nations report on the rate of e-Government development
and worldwide ranking of the efforts in 2012 and 2014, Sudan‟s rate in 2012 was
0.2610 with a worldwide ranking of 165. In 2014, the index was 0.2606 and the
worldwide ranking stood at 154. As indicated by these figures, it seems clear That
Sudan has progressed bit by bit while most countries in the same region have also
increased the value of their own e-Government, for example, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco. The challenges of e-Government versatility go beyond technology; authorized structures and abilities, a new form of leadership, and changing private open
partnerships (UNPACS, 2014).
Many challenges can moderate progress towards the promise of e-Government in
Sudan, which recognized that ICT infrastructure is one of the fundamental challenges
confronting its efforts toward establishing e-Government. Networks are required to
allow for proper exchange of information and new channels to communicate and
deliver new services. From the perspective of citizens, some social issues prevent
them from utilizing e-Government services, while from the government's perspective
monetary and political imperatives are the fundamental challenges confronting the
implementation of e-Government (NIC, 2009).
Social issues are compounded by further technical complexities, for example, the
need for a solid ICT infrastructure and the demand to integrate supply-edge business
processes and technologies among different government agencies to facilitate efficient and effective delivery of services. By implementing e-Government in different
government agencies and sectors of the general populace, one can reduce bureaucrat35

ic corruption and promote democracy. The following actions are most effective: developing ICT attitudes that focus on building an appropriate ICT infrastructure to
bolster long-term investments in e-Government, maintaining the development of
human capital inside the government itself to use ICT for e-Government, and enhancing staff abilities to develop and manage partnerships with private companies
within other sectors and from amongst potential partners, and finally creating a safe
and pleasant experience for visitors on the Internet through the development of security restoration association and e-Government mishaps prevention mechanism (Chatfield and Alhujran, 2009).

3.5. SOUTH AFRICA
Technological advances have a significant potential to help the South African government respond to its challenges, which are better service and procurement, efficient
work and better communication with citizens and businesses. The implementation of
e-Government initiatives is occurring on several fronts and from many perspectives
in South Africa. Through the implementation of self-sufficiency initiatives, the government hopes to provide higher-quality and faster service delivery to people in general (Awotwi and Owusu, 2008).

The Government of South Africa is implementing e-Government through a series of
projects to alleviate poverty and improve people's expectations for their daily needs,
for example, the Municipal Partnership Program (MPP) and the Black Economic
Empowerment (BEE), and the E-Government Strategy South Africa Department of
Public Service and Administration (DPSA) driven by the Center for Public Services
and Innovation (CPSI). Those within the public sector have formed relations with the
industry in the quest for excellence in service-providing in an attempt to meet the
expectations of citizens when it comes to services (Kaisara and Pather, 2011).
Pike and Barnes define Total Quality Management (TQM) as "an argument that
plans to inspire the behavior and interactions of people in working conditions,
through their attitudes, desires, and motivation to produce nature of service." This
means implementation arrangers and service providers must ensure that services are
attractive and that expectations of the public are met. For this purpose, customers
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ought to be consulted on the services continually through market research, eGovernance, and government attempts to add to the quality management and arrangement of open services in a positive way. Such efforts ought to be combined
with better service delivery to the current government departments. In this respect,
the term "nature of electronic service" appears to be appropriate (Crous, 2009) as,
despite the huge investments in South Africa's ICT infrastructure and authoritative
arrangements to effectively remove the framework of e-Government services, the
country faces a number of challenges. Albeit early arrangement of services was additionally expressed at the beginning, South Africa faced a number of challenges in the
actual delivery of the services all caused by problems of poverty, inequality, debasement, insecurity, illiteracy and absence of aptitudes for change. Low level of
success encourages many people to misuse or even abuse these facilities, leading to
user disappointment. What's more, it is estimated that 45% of South Africans live in
provincial areas where ICT infrastructure is, to a very large extent, less developed
than in urban areas (Albert, 2009).
The Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) has developed a successful eprocurement system that takes in the offer of transparent government tenders aimed
at preventing deterioration. Additionally, CIS uses various access apparatuses to
promote free and reasonable elections. In 2004, for example, IEC, in partnership with
cell-phone service providers, enabled voters to send an ID number using the SMS
and, in return, receive a message demonstrating eligibility to vote and the details of
the surveying center. Also, the satellite network in the country enabled the empowerment of the voter registration committee by resending, collecting, and checking
entries and, later, relaying the results nationwide. Scanners and specially-designed
hand-held information books with barcode identification greatly simplified voter
registration process (Kaisara and Pather, 2011).

3.6. NIGERIA
Seeing the importance of ICT in governance, the Federal Government of Nigeria
considered that the country has to adopt a national ICT strategy. Therefore, in 2007,
the National Association for Development of Information Technology (the National
IT Industry Development Act), parallel to the established laws, was authorized to
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"regulate, develop and promote the use of information technology in Nigeria"(Olatokun and Adebayo, 2012).
Despite the fact that the implementation of e-Government in Nigeria varies from one
level to the next, across the government agencies, there has been an attempt to supply
a unified national framework to receive ICT in governance. According to Olatokun
(2012), the government, in 2001 declared ICT as a focal point of concern and of nationwide importance. This, in turn, led to the establishment of an information technology agreement in the same year. Undoubtedly, e-Government has become an integral piece of the new government settings as it ensures the proper arrangement of
money-related service and easy access for people in general (Ojo, 2014).
The challenges of e-Government in Nigeria are the same as those of numerous other
developing countries across the globe. There seems to be a consensus among developers that the number-one problem for the implementation of e-Government in Nigeria is weak Internet and telecommunications infrastructure. Fatile (2012) embodies
this reality in words when he states that the technological frameworks of eGovernment empowerment, for example communication facilities, are as yet inadequate or incomplete.
The prospects for utilizing e-Government in Nigeria cannot be overstated. EGovernment offers many advantages, including increased information between departments, agencies, and layers of the government. It creates more professional managers, who are supported by a system that is uniform and electronically integrated.
Routine service arrangements as per the dynamic rules can be made possible in exchange for customer list arrangements and transparency, especially in relations with
the employment of government services (Olatokun and Adebayo, 2012).

3.7. GAMBIA
The Gambian government has been encouraging e-Government initiatives since 2005
the objectives of which include giving better and more efficient information and
government services to all citizens, increasing productivity among open servers, enhancing citizens‟ cooperation within the government and empowering all Gambia as
per the development priorities set out in Vision 2020 Gambia (Islam and Okuda,
2005).
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The government, in its partnership with the phone project called “Yegoo."
(www.yegoo.gm) provides the citizens with increased access to information. That is
an "un-questionable requirement stop," where people can get global news and from
nearby countries and also they are encouraged to participate in online expression and
assembly. What's more, this site offers all users a free e-mail service. The Women's
Office (under the supervision of the Vice President‟s Office), and the private sector
in Kiriyuan City have been launched to this end and together with the Women's
Multimedia Center as the primary communication center to overcome the "advanced
division" between the sexes and to reduce the shortages in ICT access between cities
and counties (Lin et al., 2011).

The real challenge is to bolster sectors and national offices that have been neglected
in the years, so that they can participate and contribute equally to the e-Government
program in general. This includes the creation of specific database systems that can
be linked together and, ultimately, become accessible by the general public and be
available on the Internet. Plus, e-Government provides a means of direct investment
without which citizens and businesses involved would have much less cultural impact than they should (Bwalya and Healy, 2010).
E-Government strategy in Gambia is still in its infancy; yet, there is solid political
will to see that such activities are widespread and efficient upon strengthening nearby ICT resources, preparing additional resources and strengthening open-source
partnerships in the development and implementation of the program. If the government can do so, this initiative is likely to be successful (ECA, 2004).

3.8. GHANA
Ghana adopted e-Government through TIC4AD (ICT for Accelerated Development
Program) in 2003, followed by the e-Government Strategy in 2005 and the Gegov
Project in 2008. These efforts received budgetary support from real international
associations, namely the World Bank, and the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) with anticipations for selection and implementation of e-Government and
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enhancement of the nature of services made open to public in Ghana (Asogwa,
2011).

The Ghanaian ICT Directorate (GICTeD) was created in 2006 to be later transformed
into NITA in December 2008 as an agency to regulate the ICT agreement under exchanges. The Electronic Transactions Act was passed in December 2008 to deal with
digital signatures, consumer protection, and computer and database protection (Creswell, 2009).
The challenges confronting Ghana are weak education and ICT infrastructure, and
power cuts which threaten a whole range of Internet services. A handful of evidencebased interactions with inventory authorities, GRA and RGD, to mention a few, reveal that most clients do not appreciate the substandard online services offered and
prefer to stick to manual processes in printed form (Rorissa and Demissie, 2010).
Furthermore, the frequent power outage in Ghana, which frustrates users from accessing online services, is marked as a disadvantage to reaping the benefits of eGovernment. Equally, another essential obstacle is the weak ICT base in various
communities and cities outside Accra, Tema, Kumasi, and Takoradi, the major cities
across the nation. The presences of these challenges calls for improvements to be
made to online customer services (Torgby and Asabere, 2014).
The benefits of e-Government in Ghana are numerous and, as such, reconciliation is
needed among all stakeholders. In business, shipments are to be screened and systematically tracked from port to destination so as to make accessible and useful the
primary database capacities in place for regulatory agencies. This will improve trade
and helps speedy licensing when necessary (Oppong-Tawiah and Boateng, 2011).

3.9. UGANDA
ICTs in Uganda have been identified as a major tool for achieving socio-economic
development by the government, whose long-term implementation of such national
development programs call for relevant information to be take in into account at all
levels of implementation. However, despite the will and the government's mandate to
advance the development of ICT in the nation, there are numerous restrictive ele40

ments in the environment that slow down the speed of achievements in certain areas
(Rwangoga and Asiime, 2007).
There are signs that the government of Uganda has recognized the fundamental importance of ICTs in national development and, hence, has initiated a strategic framework to begin implementing these technologies all through the nation. Some policies,
laws and other initiatives have been pledged to achieve this objective. In 2003, a national ICT approach was adopted to advancing the development of ICT infrastructure
in the nation with the Ministry of Works, Housing and Communications as the primary organizing body inside the government and telecommunication projects implemented provincially. The new telecommunications initiatives were designed to
connect all schools, sub-locale, downtown areas, health centers, and open libraries
before 2010. The government raised public and private partnerships to make room
for the necessary infrastructure (Nabafu and Maiga, 2012).
In general, a review of the more current programs reveals that the development and
integration of ICT within the government is uneven, with a lack of adequate resources to dedicate to ICT programs. Therefore, programs that recruit international
federations have been the necessary impetus for publicizing ICT in the general population sector. For this reason, perhaps, more recent government initiatives have recognized the need for a more centralized association and the implementation of ICT
initiatives (Nabafu and Maiga, 2012).
With the recent endorsement and issuance of the Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology, unified coordination and harmonization of these initiatives
inside the political and technical leadership are likely to keep up with the strategic
purpose of the current efforts in both the central government and related state projects. The current structure, considering its specialty and mandate, ought to be entirely capable of arranging the most appropriate settings under a unified hierarchical
structure that can effectively address the overall government agencies concerns
(Danziger and Kraemer, 2006).
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3.10. KENYA
The Kenyan government approved the E-government strategy in 2004 and started the
related processes. In 2006, the Ministry of Information and Communications approved the national concentration of ICT. Since then, the government has launched
several E-government systems to improve efficiency, transparency and democracy
inside the different associations involved. Examples include electronic registration of
businesses, identification and use of international processing systems, and Gpayment. "The overall objective of E-government is to make the government more
results-oriented, efficient and focused on the citizen." (GoK-EGS, 2004).
However, the implementation of E-government is not a simple mission. Egovernment initiatives have faced different problems in applications and, therefore,
have not been completely implemented in developing countries. The success or failure of E-government programs does not depend on whether they are applied in developed or developing countries; yet, the latter tends to experience more failure than
progress in such implementations (Syamsuddin, 2011).
With respect to aptitude, resisting change in this aspect of people‟s mindsets has affected the government‟s ability to provide services at the primary technological stages. Technical capabilities for the creation, maintenance, design and implementation
of ICT infrastructure call for prepared aptitudes and are additionally essential
throughout the observation and usage processes, not to mention customers‟ on-line
skills (Ndou, 2004). For example, prime ministers, government departments, and
agencies have consistently resisted the use of electronic procurement systems
(Mwangi, 2015). A system known as the Financial Management Information System
was adopted by the Government as the main open book-keeping system for expenses.
This system will eliminate waste as well as opportunists and corrupt officials, increase efficiency and transparency, improve payment system providers, encourage
greater responsibility and make room for better justice by ensuring that records are
not lost (ICT Authority, 2014).
In line with all these, the problems of illiteracy and widespread degradation of ministries have to be addressed through the appropriate use of e-Government initiatives.
Despite its enormous potential, it is noted that benefits of e-Government are not ade42

quately harvested by the respective officials. Governance can be a positive move in
changing the perspective of current bureaucratic regulations into a more responsive,
responsible and effective system. Numerous ministries in Kenya have tried to do so
for quite some time (Mohammed et al., 2012).

3.11. MAURITIUS
Mauritius is the African leader in preparation for e-Government, as evidenced by the
indices. The country‟s strength essentially has two aspects: to begin, through the integrated presentation of www.gov.mu, the government provides a large sum of information in one place. Services can range from sophisticated services based on the
constant exchange of information to citizens, enterprises, government employees,
and travelers. Secondly, Mauritius has a relatively high rate of human development
(0.800), with an 84.4% literacy rate. Since 2006, the nation has been among the
countries with high human development (UNDP, 2006).
Mauritius additionally has the highest rate in Africa for penetration of ICT in enterprises. The 2001 figures indicate high ownership of computers by companies having
an online presence, suggesting greater potential for generating a range of eevaluation companies. The government has launched several projects to pave the
path for e-Government, network projects being one of them (Shalini, 2009).
Considering the economic challenges facing the twenty-first century, the vision of
the government of Mauritius is to make the ICT sector the fifth mainstay of the
economy and to change the nation into a regional ICT center point. In essence, the
government was eager to promote Mauritius as a unique destination in the region for
ICT investments. Though, to realize that vision, Mauritius must capitalize on its ICT
even further to become both an information-based economy and information society
(Schuppan, 2009).
The plan is to create access to a fixed telecommunications network and affordable
broadband network and to bolster sustainable development in the ICT services sector. As a result, the use of new ICT technologies can help to develop new services,
and make existing processes and new open markets more efficient. The key area of
intervention is a set of policies adopted on ICT infrastructure and emerging technologies, divided into elements on both the supply and the demand side. This double43

sided progress is opening up effective policies to complement the performance of the
market. Therefore, the development of the best content and services depends on the
infrastructure and deployment of emerging ICT technologies, and vice versa
(Ngulube, 2007).
Table A-1 in appendix A presents the basic steps taken in the selected African countries, followed by a list of the authorities responsible for the preparation, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of the plans. Note the number of services and the
government agencies involved in the electronic gates (UNPACS, 2014).
Additionally, the table provides an account of the services rendered on the portal. In
most cases, the authority responsible for the portal has designated the same entity
responsible for implementing e-government projects. A summary is available of the
applicable legislation and the latest versions and time plans for the e-government of
these African countries.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EVOLUTION OF E-GOVERNMENT IN DIFFERENT AFRICAN COUNTRIES

4.1. Discussion
In general, E-government research is an investigation of using information technology, clear strategy, government processes, government services and citizen participation, as well as the basic concepts in the field (Heeks, 2006). The main research topics in the area of e-Government are technological development and modernization in
the community sector in general, evaluation of programs and arrangements for egovernment research, support for e-mail and advanced democracy, services and surrender electronic accounts, transparency, and information dissemination (Bolivar et
al., 2010). Research departments in the field of e-Government have developed in
recent years and governments can see them as a tool to change the old bureaucracy,
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of open services, improve service to citizens
and enterprises, and support and promote democracy. With respect to African countries, therefore, research into the emergence of e-Government is fundamentally necessary to capture their history and identify lessons that highlight the future of eGovernment policies and strategic plans (Burke, 2012).
The understanding of e-Government research by African nations is not yet explored
in detail, and commentators have such efforts have been minimal (Heeks, 2006).
Several studies have highlighted the quality, accuracy, and importance of egovernance in Africa (Bolívar, 2010). The Egyptian government's research specialization in Africa is well-documented and the literature on e-government focuses primarily on foreign countries (Burke, 2012). The purpose of the present review is to
assess the status of research on e-Government in Africa.
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4.2. Implementation of e-government
Research on e-Governance in Africa has focused significantly on a better understanding of the ownership and use of ICTs in government, with a focus on exploring the
implications of changing customary governments towards e-Government. Related
works to the challenges and imperatives of implementing have been done by Nyirenda (2010) and Nabbanja (2011) and Dhamodharam (2011) and Gebba (2012) and
Eliamani (2012) and Monyepao (2012) and Mzyece (2012) and Nkomo (2012).
Many papers address the technical design of systems for the successful implementation of e-government initiatives.
In addition, many researchers have proposed models and frameworks for development monitoring and implementation of e-Government in African countries Mishrif
(2010) and Bwalya (2010) and Vencatachellum (2010) and Huisman (2010) and Lin
et al. (2011) and Ginindza (2008) and Gichoya (2007) and Adeyemo (2011).

4.2.1. E-government Strategies
Azab (2009) and Kaisara and Pather (2011) and Mbwete (2011) discussed the strategies and efforts of e-Government to facilitate electronic filing in African countries
and to ensure that e-Government systems reach a broad range of citizens. The “Lessons Learned from African Countries Successful E-Government Economic” diversification and service delivery has also been discussed in several articles Nkwe (2012)
and Saadi and Almahjoub (2012) and Verma( 2012) and Abdalla (2012).
Ng'eno‟s (2010) and Mutual‟s (2010) Electronic Records Management (ERM) aims
to promote e-Government development and shows how using advanced content helps
to reduce the digital divide, allowing people to generally have effective access to
government information. Another contribution is the use of information infrastructure, for example, call centers and libraries to provide access to information in isolated communities in African countries Aregu (2008) and Hallberg (2012).
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Sukhoo (2012) evaluates, from an industrial point of view, the e-government studies,
technology, and hierarchies of e-Government system. Some other studies have identified African governments' investments in telecom infrastructure, human capital
development and interaction to achieve higher levels of electronic readiness development Njuru(2011) and Lubua (2012).
Andersen (2005) proposed open systems theory that emphasizes the need for continued interaction between NGOs and the private sector in the implementation of eGovernment. This theory has also been applied by Dlamini (2010) and Dlodlo (2012)
to describe the application of e-government by people in public and private sectors to
facilitate the modernization of government services.
Several frameworks have been used to measure the Internet to assess the safety and
convenience of user satisfaction, and the design and capacity of African governments
to marketing the government services electronically to foreign investors Yeratziotis
(2009) and Kaisara (2009) and Chango (2007).

4.2.2. E-government frameworks and models
Various models, approaches, and frameworks of e-Government have been introduced
on the use of ICT in the private sector to fill the gap between rich and poor expectations and urban and regional dimensions in the field of African social analysis. Mohamed (2011) discussed changing the African governments through e-Government
and managing the relationship between governments and citizens with the efficient
use of ICT in the provision of open services.
Miriam (2009) proposed guidelines for the focus and practice of e-Government in
developing countries, revealing the gaps between design and reality in e-Government
initiatives. The e-Government's curiosity is analyzed by Wray (2012) with respect to
websites and e-services linking the government with its citizens.
Other studies have investigated and evaluated various aspects of the reception and
use of ICT in the public sector, while focusing on the technical, user and eGovernment aspects Jakachira (2009) and Miriam (2009) and Maumbe et al. (2008).
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Also, the performance of public sector workers and transformational changes in the
area of the general population is discussed by Bwalya (2010) with reference to the
efforts to prevent deterioration and the government's strategies to normalize and clarify procedures to provide management services.
Burke (2012) used 50 articles published between 2000 and 2010 to discuss the development of e-Government research in Africa, with a methodology which is very
similar to the present review. The results are as follows:
Very limited research areas are identified as to e-Government imperatives in Africa,
for example, a handful of countries and only some published research papers are at
hand. Others are E-Government and African countries environmental commitments
to achieve such systems. This review overcomes these shortcomings and provides a
detailed and accurate investigation of the state of the Egyptian government in Africa
between 2002 and 2012.

4.3.Developing e-government
The development of e-government is based on three basic dimensions: the availability of services through the Internet, telecommunications infrastructure and the human
dimension (UNPACS, 2014). Preparation of e-government in a country is composed
of levels of combining economic, technological and human resource developments.
A study on the readiness of countries for e-government indicates that North America
and Europe have full readiness for e-government (0.867 and 0.558 respectively) and
are, hence, ahead of the other world regions. Africa takes its position with 0.241,
well below average Global E-Government Preparation (0.402). According to the survey, only South Africa, Mauritius and Seychelles (0.515, 0.471 and 0.420, respectively) are above the global average.
These margins changed in 2014, with most countries improving their position in
2012. However, the rate of 0.2661 remains well below the global average of 0.4712.
Still, no African country falls within the first 25 in the ranking.
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4.3.1. Examples of e-Government development
According to the United Nations e-Government survey in 2014, no African country
has reached the very high level in the e-Government ranking. However, while African nations are lagging behind in the process of automating government action
through e-Government deployment, still some progress has been made so far, with
examples of Morocco, Tunisia, Seychelles, Mauritius, and Egypt classified as „high‟,
while in the middle position stand Algeria, Angola, Botswana, Cameroon, Nigeria,
Tanzania, etc. The rest remain in the lower category, which is dominated by African
countries (Mouandjo, 2016).
Morocco, for example, in its efforts to provide electronic technical services to citizens and to involve them in the decision-making process, established an e-conference
through a ministry‟s website where citizens can access legislative texts on the Internet, read, download and add comments and concerns. This created a transparent,
comprehensive and easy channel through which citizens can share their concerns and
make their voices heard. Moreover, the democratic process in the country was further
endorsed in this way. The government, therefore, reacted to citizen statements and
provided feedback (Mouandjo, 2016).
Basically, on the small island of Mauritius, the government has developed an infrastructure in communications and the Internet. The site presents its citizens with a
comprehensive view of e-services segmented by specific individuals. The government has invested in infrastructure, communications and education, increased the
human capital ratio of Mauritius, and strengthened its position in the regional eGovernment Development (EGDI) from 93 in 2012 to 72 in 2015. The portal also
provides citizens with a stage to support e-chat rooms, media websites, and discourse
discussion.
In Nigeria, e-Government receives three sets of core objectives that can be distinguished from governance concepts: government employees, citizens, and businesses.
The transformation of ICT in Nigeria has led to the adoption of e-Government as a
government organization, resulting in improved service delivery that is more effi-
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cient, open, transparent and intelligent (Ridwan, 2015). Nigeria has also been developed to be specifically responsible for regulating issues related to the ICT service.
Still, the country has not reached 100% perfection in research on e-Government as
Africa has been particularly hampered by some problems that constitute obstacles
which include the lack of basic communication infrastructure. Other factors are erratic and unreliable energy sources, building borders and human resources, abnormal
levels of literacy (more than 60%) and deterioration. Many developing countries
have been tackling the mismanagement of e-Government budgets by corrupt project
managers; for these nations, e-Government proves to be a mirage rather than reality.
There is also the problem of defining the poor from the government‟s view; ICT for
e-Government requires high expenditures that many African governments could not
afford. It seems that some have chosen to limit the level of their investments in this
sector.
Undoubtedly, the deployment of e-Government in Africa has offered significant opportunities for improving public organization and, thereby, for social and economic
developments. While it is too early to measure the full impact of ICTs in Africa,
there is evidence that, over time, it can help change things and become an innovative
means of development (Nkohkwo, 2013). ICTs could also become the strategic
framework for the context of transparency, competitiveness, and performance, information dissemination, technology facilitation, literacy, accessibility, ease of use,
implementation, evaluation, and expansion of opportunities and shared networks.

4.4. E- government services
Even though e-Government has more than arrived in Africa, the current status of eGovernment services in countries on the continent is not well-documented. Some
statute has focused on e-government services in Africa; others, globally or in only
some of the continent‟s nations Chango (2007) and Heeks (2006) and Mwangi
(2006). There are others primarily in the United States and Europe Lee (2005) and
Olphert (2007). As Schuppan (2009) noted, "There are only a few items listed in egovernment in developing countries and more in the normal way. This issue has been
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discussed in strategic documents according to different taxpayer associations, such as
as in terms of goals".
Also, a previous study has recognized Africa as a single, homogeneous and robust
entity for investigative purposes of e-Government initiatives (Heeks, 2006). That
should not be the case because the impact of information technology initiatives (e.g.,
e-Government) is greater in the least developed and most African countries (Heeks,
2006). This research attempts to fill the gap in the literature of e-Government services in Africa by describing the current status of e-government services in the continent through a search of 582 e-Government websites based on their type and their
services in each destination. The sites are located through the e-Government services
maintained by government agencies. Any location maintained by individuals and
those not belonging to any government agency includes additional identification. The
e-Government index also accounts for evaluation and relations with reference to previous qualifications.
Developing countries such as those in Africa also have a chance to provide eGovernment services. Though, the selection rate is not stable because of many components. Some include infrastructure, literacy, economic development, and culture.
Despite these obstacles, little progress has been made in the past decade and most
African regions, except South Africa and North Africa, lack the basic infrastructure,
resources and administrative communities of e-Government. Together, these problems lead to "the poverty of the information", as quoted from Grafemichael and Jackson (2006). Monitoring the information about poverty is part of a pattern of wider
social ills, and many observers have been convinced now that the driving forces are
illiteracy linked to information, lack of resources, government authority, and control
policies. The standards are “behind the modern west" (Gebremichael, 2006).

4.4.1. Factors in the adoption of e-Government services
Other vital elements of e-Government services, apart from the level of retail of ICT,
are the political environment and national policies. More specifically, if the government is open to political reform or not is one of the variables keys (Lee, 2005). For
most countries, including African nations, the implementation of issues related to e51

government and ICT policy is associated with the extent of the need for such changes
(Carter, 2001). There are certainly multifaceted challenges facing Africa as a continent. In previous times and throughout the history of African governments, political
reform has painted a grim picture. However, there have been several strategies for
ICT initiatives in many African countries and regional and international associations
and most African countries have started to set up e-Government services and ICT
policy development efforts and partnerships (Maumbe et al., 2008). These policies
have created a framework for the development and implementation of e-Government
services and websites.

Alongside these policies, various national and international activities, projects and
institutions have helped to develop e-government services in Africa's partnerships.
The Economic Commission of the United States for Africa (ECA), through the Division of Information and Communication Technologies and Science and Technology
(ISTD), and its predecessor, PADIS, as two of its major programs, has been working
toward capacity building and establishment of an electronic communications information society (AISI). Through these projects, the ECA is working through education and training in ICT and other fields, and continues to make progress in this direction.
There is no doubt that the role of communication technology, including eGovernment and information, has been played and continues to play in developing a
country, region or continent, especially Africa lagging behind. This is confirmed by
many experts since the introduction of ICT, more specifically the Internet in Africa
(Adam, 1999). To measure the impact of information and communication technology
in public services and e-Government, basic information and understanding of the
current situation of reception and use are important. The present work is an attempt
to provide background information describing in some detail the e-government services centers, as described in the content of e-Government websites in Africa. In any
case, the information, results of tests and related work can all be used as a single element in determining the winners in the e-Government initiative across Africa (TIGA) and included in the criteria to be utilized in the future studies..
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4.4.2. Types of websites
Among the 582 e-Government websites, there were far more federal/national government and federal/national government department websites (58.93%), as well as
websites for embassies of federal/national governments (16.15%), followed by local
government and local government department websites (2.75%). The network of
provincial governments is consistent with the natural tendencies of many countries of
the world - except for countries such as the United Kingdom. Although, the situation
is improving rapidly, even many countries in developed areas have created eGovernment web sites. These are maintained by organizations at the national level or
through general strategies with higher CIA, and there are more e-Government services in some countries with other added services as a disadvantage because, as is
evident from the investigation, there is little or no vertical integration of those very
services in their host nations. E-Government is critical as it is more relevant and useful to citizens if there is vertical integration between two levels (Table A-2).

4.4.3. Types of services
E-Government services have a dual purpose: distribute responsibilities and provide
robotization services. The location of any e-Government website must be in accordance to the number and nature of services accessible to the average citizen. The fact
that some e-Government Web services in Africa have the structure of the services of
large shipping documents (57.19%) is not surprising because these are some of the
key services available in the most e-Government sites.
The average number of the sites in the country providing many of the 13 services
(Table A-2) is zero, indicating that the vast majority of these services are not accessible through e-Government services websites in Africa. That is why some of these
sites (52.92%) have the lowest level of e-Government development (see Table A-6).
It is disappointing to see that, although there are some e-Government websites maintained by African government embassies (16.15%), and although there are a large
number of African economies dependent on tourism, only 0.45% of the websites
provide online visa application services.
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4.4.4. E-Government site features
One of the two outstanding elements in the frameworks and procedures for calculating indicators and grades of e-Governments is the number of features in the online
service and e-Government. South Africa (460), Algeria (189), Egypt (161), Kenya
(140) and Morocco (131) are the five countries with the largest number of features
available on government websites. Togo (8.00), Eritrea (7.00), Tunisia (6.93), Libya
(6.67) and Mauritius (6.53) are the top five countries regarding the average number
of features available on their websites and e-Government. In theory, a large number
of features is a representation of high e-Government rate of use on the Internet. In the
end, the more features there are, the greater the rate of the e-Government is for that
particular state as calculated by the Western Marko standards (2007).

4.4.5. Online executable services
The second real component of the frameworks and procedures to calculate indicators
and e-Government qualifications is the number of online executable services. The
average number of features and services available online to be posted on websites is
more or less designated for e-Government services. The number of unserviceable
electronic services is 360 sites, with an average of 0.618 executable site services. Of
the 582 e-Government sites, a large number of them, 518 (89%), provide one or more
online publishing services (see Table A-5).
The top five countries regarding electronic information services are Egypt (2.28),
South Africa (1.92), Tunisia (1.27), Morocco (1.05) and Mauritius (0.88). Sixteen
(30.18%) of the countries do not provide any executable Internet services. It is clear
that African governments are increasing these types of features and services that can
be used over the Internet so as to improve their position compared to other countries
in other parts of the world on government websites (World Internet Statistics, 2009).
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4.4.6. Levels of development
From the users‟ perspective, a website of e-Government services is rated at the preliminary stage. An example of this is the introduction that serves as a gateway to
access most e-Government services, combining both flat integration (integration of
different capabilities and services) and vertical integration (of federal and state governments). Such an approach is meant to save time, energy and efforts, and resources. Unfortunately, the sites of e-Government services by African governments
(95.53%) are either at the main phase (internet access distribution) or involved in the
development of the second phase (interactive operations). This should be expected
because a large number (57.19%) of e-Government services sites in Africa only provide essential services, often and mostly e-government sites with only the ability to
upload structures and documents at the beginning of presentation or implementation
(Table A-6).

4.5. The e-Government index
Based on the study of 582 e-Government websites, the current e-Government index
for each African country was calculated and produced based on the global rankings
for 2008 (Table A-7). Given the importance of any measurement and positioning in
policy design and allocation of resources to implement these policies in each facility,
the country is the criteria for the production of the global classification framework.
Some measures were followed to calculate e-Government indicators from 53 African
countries to compare their rankings (West, 2001). For this purpose, West's (2007)
framework was chosen because it is based on objective measures of features and
online executable services available via the websites.
Table A-7 shows these classifications and tests. The first five countries in Africa,
regarding e-Government services contained in the contents of e-Government, are
Equatorial Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Eritrea, and Ethiopia. As for 2008, the top
five positions in Africa concerning e-Government services were Togo, Tunisia,
Egypt, Eritrea, and Mauritius. While three countries improved their ranking in 2008,
23 were lower, and the remaining 27 were higher in ranking in 2008 when compared
to the previous year. This difference in the two evaluations is in part due to the type
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and number of government sites and electronic products considered to be classified,
even though the methods used to calculate e-Government rates were essentially the
same. Also, there are countries with websites that have the most number of features
and services that are executable online.

4.5.1. Region-based E-Government service websites
To compare the different sub-continent areas about location type, service type, and
utility, and the level/stage of development of e-Government services executable on
their websites and e-Government, the 53-state line is divided into five by the United
Nations. To evaluate CSDIF in these sub-regions, a test of independence was performed using semi-square Kaye (five categories: North, West, Central, East and
South Africa) with a variable section. It was expected that frequencies and some cells
in the emergency tables to be less than one. Also, more than 20% of the cells were
expected duplicates in some cases as less than five years (Weinberg, 1990). In such
situations, additional tests were independently carried out from the HU box to see
whether the categories of uniformity or elimination contribute to the infringement of
these assumptions. They did not affect the results of comparison obtained as to the pvalues.
This review was designed to conduct a comprehensive examination of the content of
e-government websites in Africa. A summary of 1008 potential sites and URLs were
collected and 582 were selected for Africa, which continent was chosen because developing countries, in general, and African countries, in particular, are the last to
adopt the necessary technologies for e-Government services. Furthermore, little attention has been paid to this issue in previous studies.
Despite clear obstacles in the past decade, African countries have made progress in
building infrastructure and policies to design and also to develop and implement eGovernment services. The government has control of the electronic processing index
which is of a less complex nature and is based on an objective criteria for benefits
and abilities regarding the implementation of websites available (West, 2001).
However, there are encouraging signs of e-Government implementation at the national or federal level, but most African countries are not present in the network of
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neighboring governments, as are other nations as part of a global trend. Most African
e-Government websites provide essential services for uploading forms and documents, while most other basic services are not available. As noted, two of the key
components of the framework and procedures for calculating indicators and egovernment indices are the number of features and services offered by e-Government
services online. They do not appear mainly on most African e-Government websites,
which has a significant impact on their standings in other countries around the world.
About 33% of e-Government websites do not provide Internet services for implementation, and an average of 0.618 e-services is executable. A majority of EGovernment services in Africa (95.53%) are in the major stages or levels of eGovernment development (distribution or presence on the Internet) (Al-adawi et al.,
2005).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1. CONCLUSION
The E-Government model defines a state model which provides the citizens with
more quality, faster, better and more economical services, and saves the state from
the additional costs, which it has to bear in public service delivery to make it capable
of doing more with less cost.
The implementation of the E-Government in the public sector will enable the government to provide services to the citizens in public services 7 days a week and 24
hours a day, reduce the costs of bureaucratic transactions, increase the speed of the
state and, at the same time, account for the new public administration's reputation.
Since everything will happen under the noses of the public, the provision of equality
and standards in services will increase the participation of the citizen in political life.
All these factors will lay the groundwork for the creation of a top-notch activity in
state administration. Since there is a state-structuring on the basis of E-Government
information society, the efficiency of state administration depends on some conditions before anything else. The main hub of these conditions is the telecommunication infrastructure of the country. A state that does not make its telecommunication
infrastructure based on broadband development cannot simply be an E-Government.
In order to have a legal and regulatory environment, it is necessary to introduce cyber
laws related to E-Government, such as e-signature, Information acts, and Cybercrime
investigation units, government funding of e-service provision, and public organizations to be equipped with state-of-the-art information technologies.
African countries have experienced substantial progress in online service delivery.
However, disparities in e-government exist among these countries and within regions, particularly within the least developed countries and small-island developing
states, as well as in various sectors, such as between social services and employment.
While higher income levels are generally related to higher levels of Online Service
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Index (OSI), progress has also been made by several low-income countries in Africa
(UNPAN, 2016).
Increasingly, there is a shift towards people-driven services whereby people play a
more active role in the design and customization of services. In all sectors, mobile
apps and Short Message Service (SMS) have experienced large and significant
growth. By the same token, services to vulnerable groups have grown everywhere for
all segments of the society in Africa, with services to youth at the highest levels, followed by services for people living in poverty, persons with disabilities, elderly citizens and immigrants. Services to women are also high. The use of new technologies,
such as Geographic Information System and the Internet of Things help promote
more targeted and specialized public services and effective policy processes
(UNPAN, 2016).
As we can see from table A-1 in appendix A, countries have been selected from all
over Africa some of which have proved strong and efficient in the application of egovernment. This has resulted in further development and stability in political and
public life. The study also shows some countries that have an intention to implement
a working and efficient e-Government, but which have not complemented such intents with satisfactory conditions for application, or have delayed implementations
due to security conditions at a given stage.
As to North Africa, there are countries like Egypt which were late in developing their
e-Government because of revolutions and political upheavals in the country. Yet,
such changes brought about ideas to develop the conditions for the better, such as the
establishment of sites for elections and others to help the state to adopt new approaches to modernization and development in technology.
In this respect, Egypt is prioritizing the development and modernization of the country's infrastructure before focusing on e-Government establishment. On the other
hand, the economic conditions and political instability have brought about delays in
the development process. Yet, in general one can see that Egypt ranks well among
the Arab countries in North Africa in terms of efficiency in e-Government, but is still
lagging behind in comparison to the rest of the African countries (MoCIT, 2011;
AbuAli, 2010).
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Sudan appears to be convinced of the average level of its e-government. The country
has been implementing e-government for a long time, but development in this respect
is slow and the steps taken by the country's government require a larger span of time
to implement. Apart from that, it can be observed that the services available in its egovernment are regarded as satisfactory, such as the opening of the National Data
Center, and starting a database of the state's Project, which still needs a lot of time to
follow the processions of developed countries ( UNPACS, 2014 ).
In Libya, the situation in the country is a major obstacle to the government's intent to
provide services for its people. As noted earlier, the current government in Libya has
taken serious steps in starting related project, such as the distribution of tasks and
responsibilities to the ministries of the state and administrative planning and distribution of the appropriate manpower and personnel for the tasks. Nonetheless, achieving
security stability and guaranteeing the minimum living conditions is a priority at the
moment. Currently, Libya's ranking among the African countries in applying its egovernment is low due to the unique circumstances, and one can only hope that in
the future, Libya‟s e-government can rank as one of the most powerful governments
in Africa and to score better in the list of the developed countries (Singh, 2011; Yu,
2010).
Moving on to South Africa, it is the top country in the list of neighboring Southern
countries. The table shows a high number of services provided by the e-government
to its citizens, and the attention paid by officials in the administration of egovernment can be duly noted. The latest version for planning the e-Government set
by the authorities was only two years ago, indicating the need for follow-up by those
responsible as to a continuous development and modernization process. The egovernment in South Africa should be an example to be followed by countries that
take serious actions in such applications. The circumstances that helped in the process of development are mostly related to people's awareness, a ready culture, and
confidence in a government which tries to do its best to secure all services for its
citizens. In this way, the e-government in South Africa can be regarded as of excellent quality compared to neighboring Southern countries or to other African nations
(Riordon, 2009; Evoh, 2007).
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As for Botswana, it is clearly visible that it has an average level of e-government
efficiency and is trying hard to develop; yet, the steps are slow and not considered
serious enough in the course of time. The latest version of planning for the egovernment was set in 2008, which means nine years - not a small time compared to
other countries. Services are provided that can be considered essential, but still not
enough to be considered good or acceptable e-governance among developed countries. The respective authorities responsible for drafting and issuing such plans, such
as the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Modern Technologies Ministry, have
been taking serious steps in developing plans in this direction. Another agency making efforts in the same way is the Ministerial Committee for Electronic Government
chaired by the Minister of Industry, Trade and New Technologies which should become more serious and active in implementing all the procedures necessary to provide services to citizens(Bwalya and Healy, 2010 ; Alshehri and Drew, 2010).
Upon moving to the West Africa, one can find that Nigeria has done a quite satisfactory job in providing a large number of services through distribution to a large number of competent authorities. The access to the Internet for most Nigerian is one of
the reasons that has made the e-Government in Nigeria more effective, and the government allocated only one institution to implement e-government plans, thereby
having made Nigeria one of the leaders in implementing e-government within developed countries. For these reasons, and given the country‟s efforts, Nigeria can be
classified as an excellent country in implementing e-government (Olatokun and
Adebayo, 2012; Ojo, 2014).
The Gambia is trying to provide important services in e-government, but in slow
steps. The country has made only minor efforts to provide services to the public, but
the main problem lies in keeping pace with modern technology and development.
Most of the sites of electronic services no longer fit the requirements of modern
times, and the last step taken by the Gambia was six years ago – a long and overdue
period. Despite all these, Gambia can be classified as a good country in ranking due
to the importance of the services it provides to the people (ECA, 2012).
Ghana, also in West Africa, relies on transparency and listening to public suggestions
to provide best-service solutions, an important point in Ghana's e-government devel61

opment. Although there are few services available, one can classify the country in the
“good” category in terms of e-government implementation (UNPAN, 2009).
Located in East Africa, Kenya has provided a significant number of services and,
better yet, there is a large number of institutions responsible for providing these services, all of which has made Kenya one of the outstanding countries in the application of e-government. One main reason for this is the quality of services and ease-ofuse for all people. Another factor is that Kenya made all state institutions responsible
for implementing the plans for the development of e-government and the provision
of new services (Ochara, 2010).
Remaining in East Africa, one may move to the state of Mauritius. Looking at the
table, it can be concluded that despite the average number of e-government services
available, compared to the population, the ranking is “very well”. These services can
provide the most important and best requirements of the people. In addition, the volume of luxury tourism has helped significantly to make these services of better quality. If the plan is to attract high-end tourists, one should apply high-quality electronic
services as well. It is only common sense that countries that are of tourism-based
economy need to provide such high-quality services in turn, and Mauritius sets a
good example in this regard (Rorissa and Demissie, 2010).
On the other hand, in East Africa, Uganda has not met the required level of services
in its e-government. Given the public awareness and the provision of the Internet
services to the general mass, the lack of plans to build a strong electronic government
and weak implementation of such plans have had a negative impact on the development of these services(Kraemer, 2012). It can be concluded that the quality of the
services available is not sufficient considering the small number of agencies that implement these services. The responsible authorities in Uganda should follow Kenya
as a good example of implementing e-government by increasing the number of service-implementing agencies, devising up-to-date plans in line with the level of technology in developed countries, and implementing these plans in short periods of
time.
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5.2. FUTURE RESEARCH
For future work, it is important to consider innovative improvements in administration by different states. One of the issues to be considered alongside this matter is
specialized foundations and human frameworks. In a general public with low proficiency rates, one is probably unlikely to convey or utilize e-taxpayer supported organizations at an advanced level. There is absence of data on the most suitable method to utilize e-taxpayer driven organizations and how to utilize e-government entryways, where all e-benefits combined can make for great comfort to the client. What
is to be implemented is qualified e-administrations to make e-government more attractive and encourage the use of different sources and services.
These accepted procedures can appear to be extremely straightforward. In any case, a
good inquiry will be whether such initiatives can correspond to Western plans that
are commonly regarded as not reasonable for African scenarios. To address this issue, solid outcomes are needed upon a wide range of logical and comprehensive discussions about Africa and the means of incorporating e-government in the continent.
This view may likewise suggest that Africa‟s progress in e-government has been
minimal as a whole, and that there is skepticism regarding the accuracy of experiments, information and thoughts on e-government, in particular when it comes to
importing knowledge and technology form the West to the continent. E_government
in Africa is an important base for a worldwide experience, for instance in utilizing
the system to reach out to the poor and to address social rejection. In a perfect world,
as it appears, e-government scenarios in Africa can bring about an expansion of the
outlined settings for e-Government, which, when compared to the West and the realities on the ground in Africa, are substantially high. This creates a unique condition
that is hard to discover in – and more difficult to compare to - Western circumstances. While talking about and conceptualizing e-government in Africa, as such, one
should be careful when coming to generalizations in similarities and differences.
Finally, in the spirit of generalizations, one should equally be cautious with the most
common belief of "Africa is the same anywhere in the continent." The recorded cultural and geopolitical similarities on the ground are, without a doubt, persistent
among numerous African States. This is the same as any other continent, say among
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the Western European nations. Therefore, one cannot distinguish in between the two.
Be that as it may, there are additionally huge contrasts between and inside states. In
this manner, e-government arrangements that work in one nation may or may not
necessarily work for others.
In the future, efforts can be made to include more countries from Africa, and also to
do more research about other features and attributes of the E-Government across the
continent.
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APPENDIX-A
Table A-1 The E-government Properties of some African Countries
Properties
A summary of Egovernment strategies
Country

The number of
services and the
government
agencies involved
in the electronic
gates

Authorities responsible for issuing
plans

Authorities responsible
for implementation
initiatives

The latest
version,
planning
or time
plans for
the e-government

A summary of the most important projects implemented

Legislation

1. E-government portal
2. Election site
3. Coordination of admission to
universities
4. Gate of government jobs
5. Prosecutions Traffic Services
6. Documentation and Estate Services

1.Electronic
signature law
2.Electronic
Payment Law

2007 to
2012

1. Private citizens and civil registry
project
2. The opening of the National Data
Center
3. Starting a database of the state‟s
project

1.Electronic
Transaction
Law
2.Computer
Crimes Law

2012 to
2014

North of Africa

Egypt

1

Sudan 2

1
2

1. The ministry has expanded the scope of the
plan aimed at the development of public administration
2. To this day there is no
plan for a widedocumented application
of e-government
1. Civil Registry
2. The national number of
bodies and legal persons
3. The computerization of
the judiciary
4. Banks, universities and
the announcement of
results

Services: 900
Agencies: -

Ministry of Administrative Development

Ministry of Administrative Development

Services: 192
Agencies: 20

A national committee
under the supervision
of the National Center
for Information

The Ministry of Science
and communications
represented by the National Information Center
and the National Authority for Communications

(MoCIT, 2011), (AbuAli, 2010)
(United Nations Public Administration Country Studies (UNPACS), 2014)

A1

Libya

3

Under preparation

Services: Agencies: -

Public administration
electronic services and the Ministry of
Communications and
Informatics

Public administration
electronic services - and
the Ministry of Communications and Informatics

These projects will be developed as
part of the road map which is currently being prepared

The electronic
transactions law
is being prepared.

2013 to
2014

1. Payment
Systems Law
and Electronic
Banking Operations
2. Laws of
intellectual right
3. Law on ICT

2015

1Privacy Law
2.Electronic
Payment Law

2008

South of Africa

South Africa 4

Botswana 5

1. operating Egovernment mobile service
2. Campaign to promote
public use of e-services
3. Develop and implement
an action plan to improve
ranking on the United
Nations e-government
index
1. Creation of private
entities of e-government
program
2. Implementation of all
services and projects of
the program before the
end of the year 2013

Services: 2193
Agencies: 47

Services: 48
Agencies: -

Cape Gateway Project, Cape Information
Technology Initiative
(CITI), Tele-centers,
Mindset Network
Organization

State Information Systems
Agency (SITA), Government Information Technology Officers
Council (GITO Council)

1. e-procurement system
2. the IEC leverages tools
to promote free and fair elections
3. Custom-designed handheld scanners
4. Revenue Services (SARS) efiling system

The Ministry of Industry, Trade and
New Technologies

The Ministerial Committee for electronic government headed by the Minister of Industry, Trade
and New Technologies

1. Integrated management of expenses
2. Portal of public procurements
3. The development of an electronic
box to request administrative documents

3

(Singh, 2011), (Yu, 2010)
(Riordon, 2009), (Evoh, 2007)
5
(UN e-govt. report, 2008), (Bwalya and Healy, 2010), (Alshehri and Drew, 2010), (Layton, 2007)
4

A2

West of Africa

Nigeria 6

1. Whole of Government
Approach.
2. E-Participation.
3. Mobile Government.
4. Open Data

Gambia 7

1. The development of etransformation strategy
2. Update web standards
3. Development of quality
standards.
4. Launch and manage
electronic encyclopedia

Ghana 8

1. National information
banks
2. E-government portal
3. Conversational interface
4. Infrastructure

1.Secure Electronic Network Project;
2.Project e-payment gateway
3. Project interconnection of systems and services system
4. Project of the National Library
Services Department

Services: 1800
Agencies: 117

E-government program of the Ministry
of Communications
and Information
Technology

Services: 500
Agencies: 53

General Authority for
regulating the telecommunications
sector

General Authority for
regulating the telecommunications sector

1. E-Citizen Initiative
2. Government Resources Planning
Systems
3. Smart Government initiative
4. Government Information Network

The Ministry of
Communications and
Technology

The Ministry of Communications and Technology
and the executive team of
e-government of the
Presidency of the Council
of Ministers

1. Extract the document was not an
employee;
2. submission of complaints gate
3. Digitization of real estate newspaper
4. Humanitarian relief management

Services: 435
Agencies: 39

E-government program,
government institutions,
the private sector

6

(Olatokun and Adebayo, 2012), (Ojo, 2014), (Fatile, 2012)
(ECA, 2012)
8
(UNPAN, 2009)
7

A3

1.Electronic
signature law
2.Individual
Privacy Protection Act

2011 to
2015

1.Law on Trade
and Electronic
Commerce
2.Personal data
protection law

2011

1.Electronic
Crimes Law
2.Electronic
signature law
and network
protection

2012

East of Africa

Kenya 9

1. Implementation of the
Leadership Development
Program
2. Introducing collaboration tools and technologies
3. Increasing the number
and maturity of e-Services
4. Develop a unified
framework for implementing common national
applications

Mauritius

1. E-government technical
standards;
2. Innovation and Support
Center
3. Information Security
Center
4. National Data Center

10

Uganda 11

1. Supporting the institutional framework
2. The process of integrating services
3. The development of
government portal

Services: 1766
Agencies: 176

Services: 675
Agencies: 47

Services: 205
Agencies: 25

Administration EGovernment Program

Information Technology Authority

The Electronic Administration Department

1. Training project for civil servants
in the field of information technology
2. Community Knowledge Centers
3. Specialized Training Program in
Information Technology
4. National Computer Initiative

1. Electronic
signature law
2. Electronic
Payment Law
3. Electronic
Crimes Law

2012 to
6102

Information Technology
Authority

1. Secure government network
2. Government integration channel
3. E-Government Data Center
4. National E-government Portal

1. Electronic
payment
2. Law against
the crime of
informatics
3. Intellectual
Property Protection Act;

2003 to
2010

The Electronic Administration Department

1.Administrative network integrated
project;
2. Public procurement remote
3. Civilian system
4. Open Data Portal
5. Site consulting the public on-line

1. Individual
Privacy Protection Act
2. Electronic
Payment Law

2009

All government entities
related to e-government
and e-government program carry out implementation tasks.

9

(Ochara, 2010)
(Rorissa, and Demissie, 2010)
11
(Kraemer, 2012)
10
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Table A-2 Type of website in terms of the body/institution responsible for its contents adopted from Rorissa and Demissi (2010)

Number of websites by
federal/national
government
department

local government department

Country

federal/national
government

Botswana

3

0

6

0

1

0

Egypt

2

0

15

0

4

4

Gambia

2

0

5

0

0

2

Ghana

1

0

10

0

6

3

Libya

1

0

0

0

0

2

Nigeria

1

3

5

0

6

2

Rwanda

2

0

3

0

1

6

South Africa

2

3

44

5

8

13

Sudan

0

0

0

0

3

7

Uganda

1

0

13

0

1

4

Ethiopia

0

0

7

0

7

7

Mauritius

0

1

7

0

4

5

local government

A5

embassy

others

Table A-3 Number of websites that deliver the different types of e-Government services adopted from Gillwald and Esselaar (2005)

A6

Table A-4 Type of features present on the websites adopted from Heeks (2002)

A7

Table A-5 Frequency and mean number of online executable services adopted from Heeks (2002)
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Table A-6 Number of websites at the four levels of e-Government service development adopted from Rorissa and Demissi (2010)

A9

Table A-7 e-Government index and ranking of African countries adopted from West (2007)
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